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PREFACE
The AFOSS Preliminary Study report is the outcome of DSTO’s initial
examination of the command and control issues facing the Army’s Offensive
Support capability in the Objective Force timeframe (out to 2017). As such, the
report focuses on the collection of information and identification of areas for
further study rather than detailed analysis and solution development.
This report is expected to inform OS-related ADF capability development
efforts, particularly Projects JP 2072, LAND 17/18 and LAND 135. This report
will also support DSTO research into future land warfare architectures.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The current Army Offensive Support (OS) capability is characterised by oldtechnology artillery employed within a manually-intensive environment where
voice radio remains the primary means of communication. The delays
introduced by manual processes and voice communications preclude rapid and
responsive prosecution of targets. Furthermore, the paucity of information
sharing across the Joint environment impedes efficient use of ADF assets in
executing the OS mission.
A range of new technologies and concepts will offer the opportunity for the
ADF to markedly improve OS effectiveness and efficiency; however, potential
adversaries may also harness these new technologies and concepts to improve
their own OS capabilities, including the capability to rapidly and effectively
engage ADF OS assets. This means that the ADF has little choice but to
embrace change lest OS assets become ineffective due to their vulnerability.
Improvements underway in the provision of OS, particularly Projects LAND
17/18 and LAND 135, combined with the introduction of very capable sensor
systems such as ASLAV-S surveillance variant and the Armed Reconnaissance
Helicopter, offer the ADF a significant opportunity to improve OS. However,
unless corrected, there will be a glaring deficiency in the C4 aspects of OS that
will render the future capability little better in operational effectiveness and
efficiency than the current capability; specifically, in the absence of an
integrated OS C4 architecture, information will still be processed manually and
passed by voice.
To ensure that the future Army OS capability is effective and efficient in
support of manoeuvre forces, as well as being survivable, a structured
battlespace information environment that integrates sensors and weapons is
required. Such an environment would also facilitate rapid tasking of nonorganic OS assets, thus facilitating the transformation of the Joint OS
Coordination Centre (JOSCC) into a true, effects-based planning organisation
with a wide range of lethal and non-lethal options available to it.
This structured battlespace information environment, termed the Army
Future Offensive Support System (AFOSS), would be a component of the
future Joint Tactical Information Exchange Environment (JTIEE) and would
interface with other elements of the Defence Information Environment (DIE) to
support command and control (JCSE and BCSS) and modern battlefield
logistics (DMSE). AFOSS must be dependable and survivable but also support
graceful degradation back to manual operations. Finally, AFOSS must support
OS participation in simulation activities through the Army Synthetic
Environment (ASE).
The future ADF land battlespace communications environment must support
AFOSS connectivity needs, primarily the secure passing of time-critical
structured messages between numerous and geographically-dispersed nodes in
complex terrain.
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1

SCOPE

1.1

IDENTIFICATION
This preliminary study report applies to the information environment supporting
the Australian Defence Force’s future land-environment Offensive Support
capability. This information environment is entitled the Army Future Offensive
Support System (AFOSS).

1.2

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

1.2.1 Mission
The Indirect Fire Weapon Systems – Concept for Employment Document (CED),
which is reviewed in the appendix at Section 12, states that the upcoming changes
to the Army’s IFWS capability will …
… provide Army with an opportunity to evolve its indirect fire capability from the
analogue age to the era of digital communications. … The C4 and ISTAR elements
of the IFWS capability have the potential to improve detection and accelerate the
decision making cycle involved with target engagement.

However …
… increased levels of mobility and autonomy present significant sustainment
issues: greater platform and munition range is of little value without the ability to
acquire fast moving or long range targets, and coordinate IFWS assets to guarantee
their efficient suppression, neutralisation or destruction.

To realise the potential identified in the CED to enhance the effectiveness of the
Army’s Offensive Support (OS) Battlespace Operating System (BOS)1 in the
land-tactical battlespace, integration of OS-related sensors, weapons, logistics and
other entities is required. The AFOSS is intended to be a structured
battlespace information environment that achieves this integration.

1.2.2 Context within Offensive Support BOS
The OS BOS is centred on the Army’s organic Indirect Fire Weapon Systems
(IFWS) capability. The IFWS Concept of Employment Document (CED)
currently being prepared by the Land Warfare Development Centre (LWDC)
defines this IFWS capability as comprising the elements shown in Figure 1.
The AFOSS will incorporate the Command and Control element of the IFWS
capability and extend to the remainder of the OS BOS as defined in Section 2.
Note that AFOSS is primarily concerned with connectivity within and between
systems rather than being a discrete C2 system in it’s own right.

1

LWD-1, page 5-14 … ‘BOS represent the major functions performed during land force operations
throughout the battlespace’.
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Figure 1. Organic IFWS concept diagram2

1.2.3 Context within Defence Information Environment

IFWS

AFOSS
Army OS sensor and
weapon systems

JTIEE
All ADF sensor and
weapon systems

Figure 2. AFOSS and JTIEE relationship

The AFOSS will be a component of the future Joint Tactical Information
Exchange Environment (JTIEE)3 as shown in Figure 2. The JTIEE comprises all
ADF combat systems, sensors, weapons platforms and related entities that are
digitally-enabled and thus potentially capable of participating in the automated

2
3

Sourced from Figure 2 of IFWS CED version 2.0.
The JTIEE was originally known as the Joint Battlespace Data Environment (JBDE).
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exchange of tactical information. As a part of the JTIEE, the AFOSS is an element
of the Defence Information Environment (DIE) as shown in Figure 3.
Defence
Management
Support
Environment
(DMSE)

Joint Command
Support
Environment
(JCSE)

Defence
Information
Environment
(DIE)

Coalition
Information
Environment

Intelligence
Information
Environment (IIE)

Other
Government
Organisations

AFOSS

JTIEE

Figure 3. JTIEE and AFOSS context within the DIE

1.2.4 Stakeholders
1.2.4.1

Users
Staff in the Joint Offensive Support Co-ordination Centre (JOSCC) at Div, Bde
and Bn levels plus members of the Joint Offensive Support Team (JOST) will be
the main users of the AFOSS capability. Soldiers undertaking OS BOS-related
activities, such as operating sensors or weapon platforms will also be key users.
Others, such as tactical commanders in the air and maritime environments, may
use the capabilities of the AFOSS in some way, possibly drawing on AFOSSderived information for cueing a weapon in the air or maritime environment.

1.2.4.2

Sponsor
The Director-General, Land Development, and the Chief Knowledge Officer, both
within ADHQ, will most likely be joint capability sponsors.

1.2.4.3

Acquisition and support agency
The Defence Materiel Organisation (DMO) will acquire and provide through-lifesupport for the systems comprising the AFOSS capability through the relevant
System Program Offices (SPOs).
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1.2.4.4

Other stakeholders
Other identified AFOSS stakeholders are listed in the appendix at Section 9. This
list is intended as a resource for future AFOSS development.

1.3

DOCUMENT OVERVIEW

1.3.1 Purpose
This document presents the results of a preliminary study of the AFOSS concept.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the basis of needs for the AFOSS; in
particular, this report seeks to:
•

describe both the Army-in-Being and likely future Army OS capabilities,
focusing on Command and Control (C2), with those elements supporting
Indirect Fire Weapon Systems (IFWS) defined as a subset;

•

define the AFOSS and JTIEE system boundaries in relation to the other
elements of the DIE as shown in Figure 3;

•

identify AFOSS ‘internal needs’ where the ‘clients’ are the OS systems in
general, the IFWS in particular, and their user communities;

•

identify AFOSS ‘external needs’ where the ‘clients’ are the other elements
of the DIE; and

•

from the AFOSS needs, identify the derived needs that the AFOSS, and
JTIEE, are likely to impose on the ADF battlespace communications
architecture.

The preliminary study prioritised information capture and stakeholder
identification over detailed analyses on the basis that this report would provide a
starting point for a long-term DSTO research and analysis effort.

1.3.2 Intended audience
The primary audience for this document is the staff of the Land Operations
Division (LOD) and Weapons Systems Division (WSD) of DSTO. Other
significant audience members include:
•

the ADHQ Land Development Branch;

•

the ADHQ Knowledge Staff;

•

Training Command – Army, in particular the doctrine development staff at
the Army’s Land Warfare Development Centre (LWDC) at Puckapunyal;

•

test and evaluation staff within the Fire Support Systems Program at the
Land Engineering Agency;

•

the OS-related capability acquisition and support community within DMO;
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•

headquarters staffs and unit personnel within Army Land Command; and

•

Army headquarters.

1.3.3 Structure
This report is structured as per the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) contained
in the preliminary study Statement of Requirement (SOR) so as to best present the
required study outputs:
•

Section 2 describes the generic OS capability, independent of timeframe or
specific systems.

•

Section 3 describes the Army-in-Being OS capability.

•

Section 4 identifies influences that will shape OS in the future.

•

Section 5 examines the future Army OS capability as shaped by the
influences identified in Section 4.

•

Section 6 defines the AFOSS itself and provides an outline set of needs
that the AFOSS must satisfy.

•

Section 7 identifies needs that the AFOSS (and JTIEE) are likely to
impose on the ADF communications architecture.

•

Section 8 draws conclusions and makes recommendations for AFOSS
development.

This report also includes supporting information contained in appendices as
follows:
•

Section 9 lists identified AFOSS stakeholders.

•

Section 10 provides a glossary of key terms in the form of an integrated
dictionary (CV-2).

•

Section 11 lists reference documents.

•

Section 12 analyses key reference documents and draws a number of
conclusions pertinent to the development of AFOSS.

The report structure draws upon the American National Standard ANSI/AIAA
G-043 – Guide for the Preparation of Operational Concept Documents, which is
used as the basis for Operational Concept Documents (OCDs) prepared by
ADHQ.
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Finally, the report is structured to conform with the Defence Architecture
Framework (DAF) now mandated4 for the description of Defence systems and
architectures. Where appropriate, the following DAF views are provided to
support the description and analysis in the report:
•

Integrated dictionary (CV-2)

•

High-level operational concept graphic (OV-1)

•

Operational node connectivity description (OV-2)

•

Activity model using the Functional Flow Block Diagram (FFBD) (OV-5)

•

System information exchange matrix (SV-6)

1.3.4 Relationship to Defence activities
1.3.4.1

Capability development
This report has been written as the basis for further development of the AFOSS
and JTIEE concepts with the expectation that it will support the development of
CEDs and OCDs for OS-related capability projects, particularly Projects JP 2072,
LAND 17/18 and LAND 135. The potential requirements flow-down is shown in
Figure 4.
Time / Lifecycle

OS-related CEDs (IFWS et al)

AFOSS
preliminary
report

OS-related ‘system of systems’ OCDs

System
CODs

System
OCDs

Enduring, dynamic
‘capstone’ CED and
OCD pair maintained
throughout lifecycle.

Requirements flow-down

System
FPSs

Instance of systemlevel procurement
occurring throughout
AFOSS lifecycle.

Figure 4. Potential requirements flow-down for AFOSS development

4

ADHQ requires that the DAF be used. The Defence Information Environment Architectures Office
(DIEAO) has been established within ADHQ to implement the DAF.
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The ‘system of systems’ CED and OCD document pairs would serve as enduring
and ‘living’ capstones to an ongoing series of system-level Capability Options
Documents (CODs) presented to Defence higher committees for determination of
development priorities and funding allocation. These documents would also
provide the high-level requirements and context for the consequent system-level
OCDs and Function and Performance Specifications (FPSs).
1.3.4.2

DSTO experimentation
This report may also support OS-related experimentation across DSTO LOD,
WSD and Communications Division; specifically, the AFOSS needs identified in
Section 6 will form the basis of requirements for the Objective Force OS C2
concept demonstrator currently being developed under DSTO Task ARM 01/166
– Response Architectures for the Land Force.
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2

THE OFFENSIVE SUPPORT CAPABILITY

2.1

BASIS OF DESCRIPTION
This section of the report describes the generic OS capability, independent of
timeframe or specific systems. The various physical characteristics are identified
and, as necessary, the function is described. Capability performance focuses on
temporal aspects.

2.2

OS DEFINITION AND CONCEPT
OS is the collective and coordinated use of all offensive measures, both lethal and
non-lethal, in support of a commander’s manoeuvre plan. Thus, the role of OS is
to support manoeuvre warfare through the destruction, neutralisation or
suppression of enemy forces.
A generic operational concept for OS is illustrated in Figure 5 overleaf. This
graphic does not show all information flows. The entities shown do not represent
of specific ADF capabilities, current or future.

2.3

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

2.3.1 Categorisation of OS entities
OS is executed by a number of physical assets or entities. For the purposes of this
study, these entities are categorised as follows:
•

‘Sensor’ (or ‘detection’) entities detect, recognise and identify potential
targets and conduct Battle Damage Assessment (BDA) following target
engagement. Other sensor entities collect meteorological information to
support IFWS operations. Sensor entities are also known as Intelligence,
Surveillance, Target Acquisition and Reconnaissance (ISTAR) assets.

•

‘Shooter’ (or ‘response’) entities engage targets (probably not in direct
line-of-sight) based on targeting information provided by a third-party.
Shooter entities include weapon platforms and associated munitions.

•

‘Command and Control (C2)’ (or ‘tasking’) entities receive potential
target information from a sensor entity and, after suitable planning and
calculation, direct a shooter entity to engage the target.

•

‘Communications’ entities transfer tasking, target and BDA information
between the other entities.

•

‘Navigation’ entities provide position location information.

•

‘Identification’ entities positively identify a host entity to others.

•

‘Sustainment’ entities facilitate continued effectiveness of the OS
capability in the field through maintenance, supply and administration.
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Figure 5. OS high-level operational concept (OV-1)

A particular entity may simultaneously exist in two categories, an example being
the Armed Reconnaissance Helicopter (ARH) being acquired by the ADF; this
platform is both a sensor (flying Forward Observer (FO) equipped with IR) and a
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shooter (equipped with anti-surface missiles and a gun). Depending on command
arrangements, an ARH might also assume a C2 role.

2.3.2 Sensor entities
2.3.2.1

Forward Observer as a sensor entity
The principal OS sensor entity is, and will likely remain for the foreseeable future,
the (human) FO. This is because the FO may, through knowledge of the enemy
and of combat tactics, be able to discern enemy intent or to recognise specific
events, such as a sighting of a small formation of armoured vehicles, as being part
of a larger activity, such as a flanking manoeuvre.

2.3.2.2

Technical sensor entities
Other sensor entities include the various technical sensor systems, both organic
and non-organic to the land force, typically including:
•

fixed optical, infra-red (IR), acoustic and ground radar surveillance
systems;

•

mobile surveillance assets equipped with IR, radar and other sensors (such
as the future ASLAV-S);

•

organic fixed and rotary-wing airborne assets, such as tactical UAVs and
reconnaissance helicopters;

•

Joint assets such as aircraft and ships in littoral waters with surveillance,
reconnaissance or monitoring capabilities; and

•

Coalition assets, including those operating in the land, air, maritime and
space environments.

These sensor entities perform a range of functions, including detection (and
perhaps recognition) of enemy assets, and detection of enemy fire.
2.3.2.3

Meteorological sensor entities
Meteorological sensor entities provide information on atmospheric conditions to
support ballistic calculations for IFWS. These entities range from local civil
meteorological agencies to ‘sonde’ UAVs and organic weather balloons. More
recently, US forces in Afghanistan has been using near real-time atmospheric data
supplied by civilian satellites to aid in battlefield air strike operations.5

2.3.2.4

Human interpretation of sensor data
Raw sensor data is not normally fed directly to shooters or C2 entities; instead,
human intelligence, perhaps in the form of a sensor operator, is used to recognise
and identify potential targets. The processed target information that is meaningful

5

Refer Aviation Week & Space Technology, 8 April 2002, page 77.
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and useful to the OS process is then passed to a C2 entity, perhaps in a structured
message, although raw data may also be passed to support the assessment.
Human interpretation is needed because of limitations in the ability of technical
systems to independently perform this function with the same degree of
confidence as a human being. These limitations, manifested as Rules of
Engagement (ROE), are likely to persist for the foreseeable future for political
reasons, even if machine pattern-recognition improves significantly.6 Thus, the
concept of a completely automated sensor-to-shooter system is probably
unrealistic except, perhaps, in limited situations.
For the purposes of this study, all sensor entities are defined to include not only
the sensor aperture and associated digital or analogue processing equipment, but
also any human operator or operators. Note that the operator-inclusive definition
of a sensor entity does not necessarily imply that the sensor aperture, processing
equipment and operator are physically co-located.

2.3.3 Shooter entities
2.3.3.1

Organic shooter entities
OS shooter (or response) entities organic to the land formation, and thus under
direct control of the manoeuvre commander, potentially include:

2.3.3.2

•

land-based Indirect Fire Weapon Systems (IFWS) such as artillery,
mortars and rockets;

•

rotary-wing assets that employ a destructive effect; and

•

various non-lethal means of attack, including:
•

Electronic Attack (EA) conducted by land-tactical EW assets, and

•

cyber-warfare / Computer Network Attack (CNA) conducted by landtactical assets.

Non-organic shooter entities
OS shooter entities may also not be organic to the land formation and thus
available to the manoeuvre commander only upon request. Such entities may be
land assets commanded at a higher-level7 or those provided by air or maritime
forces or even by coalition partners or allies. Non-organic OS shooter entities
potentially include:
•

6
7

Naval Gunfire Support (NGS), which includes all munitions delivered
from naval platforms such as gun projectiles, guided weapons and
unguided rockets;

ROE limitations also affect other environments; for example, the use of highly-capable Beyond Visual
Range (BVR) air-to-air missiles is constrained by ROE requiring visual identification of potential targets.
For example, a non-organic land asset from a Bde perspective would be an asset controlled at Div level.
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•

•

Offensive Air Support (OAS) which is further divided into:
•

Close Air Support (CAIRS) covering attack of targets in close
proximity to friendly troops involving time-critical information and a
high degree of land-to-air coordination, and

•

Battlefield Air Interdiction (BAI) covering attack of targets away from
own troops that has a lesser degree of time criticality and coordination
required for the attack than CAIRS; and

various non-lethal means of attack, including:
•

Electronic Attack (EA) conducted by strategic (perhaps even spacebased) EW assets, and

•

cyber-warfare / CNA conducted by strategic IO assets.

2.3.4 C2 entities
2.3.4.1

The Command Post
C2 entities in the OS process include the Command Posts (CPs) at all levels that
conduct the deliberate and immediate planning activities that assign shooters to
targets based on ROE, the manoeuvre commander’s intent and the assessed
situation on the battlefield.
A CP, or other OS C2 entity, may act in the role of a Fire Prediction Centre
(FPC), which assigns targets and performs all calculations necessary to aim
weapons for target engagement, or as a Fire Direction Centre (FDC), which
simply assigns targets to shooters and lets the shooters perform their own
targeting calculations.
A CP may also be designated as a Joint Offensive Support Coordination Centre
(JOSCC) to indicate that both Joint and organic sensors and / or shooters may be
employed in engaging targets. Obviously, in Combined operations, the JOSCC
may also have allied assets potentially available.

2.3.4.2

Forward Observer as a C2 entity
The FO also acts as a C2 entity in being the liaison between the assigned
manoeuvre commander and the OS process. In this role the FO takes the
commander’s intent and applies OS resources in support.
There exists a very human aspect to the FO in the OS liaison role in that the FO is
physically co-located with the manoeuvre commander and thus shares the danger
of combat and has a direct appreciation of the commander’s intent.

2.3.5 Communications entities
Communications entities include all of the equipment and personnel required to
provide an information transfer service in support of the OS BOS. This includes
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both transfer of information within the land environment and to external entities,
such as air or maritime assets.
Communications services have traditionally extended only to voice radio and
landline networks; however, the introduction of IT into the land battlespace now
requires the transfer for digital data, sometimes in large quantities, although much
of the information transferred might be in the form of structured messages, such
as the TADIL-J message set used in Link 16 / JTIDS.
Note that the increasing use of ‘technical’ sensors in the battlespace does not
imply that high-capacity communications links are always needed. This is because
of the continued essential role of the human operator as a part of a functioning
sensor entity, as discussed in Section 2.3.2.3. The communications capacity
required to pass human-processed target information is much smaller than the
communications capacity required for the raw sensor signal, as suggested in
Figure 6.

Aperture

Signal
processor

Data
processor

Operator

Structured
message

Relative
capacity
required

Figure 6. Role of the human in sensor entity operation

However, that there may be a need to provide specific high-capacity links to
support sensor apertures and operators that are not physically co-located,
examples being UAVs and dispersed arrays of Unattended Ground Sensors (UGS)
managed by a remotely-located observation posts.

2.3.6 Navigation entities
Navigation entities include all equipment and personnel responsible for providing
location information about own-force and enemy assets. For location
determination of enemy assets, a navigation entity would probably have to be used
in conjunction with a sensor entity, an example being a FO using a Global
Positioning System (GPS) / Inertial Navigation System (INS) in conjunction with
a laser-rangefinder to precisely locate a target.

2.3.7 Identification entities
Identification entities include all equipment and personnel responsible for positive
identification of own-force and friendly assets. The prime example in the air
environment is Identification Friend or Foe (IFF), particularly encrypted Mode 4.
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2.3.8 Sustainment entities
Sustainment entities are involved in the replenishment of other OS BOS entities
with consumables and the maintenance of equipment.
The sustainment entities must be configured and managed to provide support
where and as needed so that logistics does not impede the effective functioning of
the OS BOS. In particular, improvements in the speed of OS target engagement
must be at least matched by that of the actions of the sustainment entities.

2.4

FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS8 9

2.4.1 Functional context
The OS function is one of eight Battlespace Operating Systems (BOS) that
Australian Army doctrine10 uses to describe how the ‘business of fighting’ is
performed. The other seven BOS are:

8
9
10

•

Command and Control (C2), in particular the use of the Military
Appreciation Process (MAP) as a standard planning method at all levels of
command (albeit in an abbreviated form at the lowest levels), and the use
of the Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield (IPB) process as the
method of gathering and assessing information for input into the MAP;

•

Manoeuvre (MAN), which is the employment of forces through fire and
movement to achieve a position of advantage over the enemy in order
accomplish an assigned mission;

•

Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR), which includes all
systems and personnel which collect information on the enemy, terrain and
environment by reconnaissance and surveillance through visual, aural,
electronic, photographic or other means;

•

Combat Service Support (CSS), which includes all systems, platforms
and personnel required to sustain forces in the combat zone, including:
•

logistics information management,

•

materiel storage and distribution,

•

repair and maintenance,

•

health service support,

•

personnel services, and

•

civil affairs;

This process functional decomposition is intended to be generic; that is, the description is not premised
upon any particular system, timeframe, or organisation, although some may be quoted as examples.
This description of the OS function is partially based on information first published in version 0.6 of the
Project LAND 75 BCSS OCD and rewritten to support AFOSS analysis.
Refer to the Australian Army publication Land Warfare Doctrine 1: The Fundamentals of Land Warfare.
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•

Mobility and Survivability (M&S), which includes all systems and
personnel used to maintain freedom of movement and protection to
friendly forces, whilst denying enemy movement in order to destroy
enemy forces directly or, indirectly, by enhancing the effectiveness of
friendly weapon systems;

•

Information Operations (IO), which includes all systems (including
technical and manual interfaces with external agencies) and personnel that
develop, manage and employ information and predictive intelligence to
support friendly decision-making; and

•

Air Defence (AD), which comprises all systems and personnel, including
dedicated anti-air systems and the use of fire by non-dedicated weapons at
aerial targets, intended to nullify or reduce the effectiveness of attack by
hostile aircraft and missiles.

Figure 7. FFBD showing BOS operating in parallel (OV-5)

The eight BOS operate in parallel, as per the Functional Flow Block Diagram
(FFBD) in Figure 7, and interact with each other in complex ways. For example,
the OS BOS ‘feeds’ the C2 BOS and is supported by the ISR and CSS BOS. This
interaction is critical to the functioning of the land force as a whole.
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2.4.2 ‘Conduct OS’ function
The OS BOS uses a ‘decide – detect – deliver – assess’ methodology that
determines what targets will be attacked, why and when. This methodology
matches detection (who) and response (how) assets and operates in an
environment that informs, and is informed by, the commander’s MAP.

Figure 8. ‘Conduct OS’ (partial) EFFBD (OV-5)

The ‘Conduct OS’ function (the functioning of the OS BOS process) is modelled
as per the partially-enhanced FFBD of Figure 8. This model equates the ‘decide’
step of the OS methodology to a ‘deliberate’ planning function. The ‘detect’,
‘deliver’ and ‘assess’ steps are encapsulated in an execution function.

2.4.3 ‘Maintain OS SA’ function

Figure 9. ‘Maintain OS SA’ FFBD (OV-5)
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The ‘Maintain OS SA’ function is shown as an FFBD in Figure 9. The variety of
information needed to achieve SA from an OS perspective is obtained from a
number of sources external to the OS BOS including the:

2.4.4

•

C2 BOS for own-force information,

•

ISR BOS for enemy / target information, and

•

CSS BOS for ammunition and POL supply capabilities and for
maintenance support.

‘Plan OS (‘decide’)’ function
The ‘Plan OS (‘decide’)’ function is command-led and based on the MAP. The
purpose of this function is to determine how to best employ OS assets in support
of the commander’s manoeuvre plan. The inputs required to conduct planning are
drawn from the ‘Maintain OS SA’ function. The ‘Plan OS (‘decide’)’ function
results in the creation of a number of standard products as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. ‘Plan OS (‘Decide’)’ FFBD (OV-5)

2.4.5 ‘Issue OS orders’ function
The ‘Issue OS orders’ function, whilst apparently trivial, is nonetheless critical to
the OS process, since orders must be communicated accurately and within set
timeframes. Before a target is physically engaged, the ‘shooter’ must be certain
that the order to fire is authentic and within the Rules of Engagement (ROE).
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2.4.6 ‘Manage OS execution’ function
2.4.6.1

Overview
The ‘Manage OS execution’ function is shown as a partially-detailed EFFBD in
Figure 11. This function incorporates the last three elements of the ‘decide –
detect – deliver – assess’ methodology and ‘loops’ until OS tasking, determined
by the ‘Plan OS (‘decide’)’ function, is completed.

Figure 11. ‘Manage OS execution’ (partial) EFFBD (OV-5)

2.4.6.2

‘Detect’ function
The ‘Detect’ function covers activities to initially detect a potential target, using
one or more sensor entities, through to confirmation by a C2 entity that a target is
valid and should be engaged by one or more shooter entities.
A target may be one that is being deliberately sought or be a target-of-opportunity.
Re-tasking of sensor assets may be required in order to collect the range Essential
Target Information (ETI) necessary for target validity to be confirmed.
Validating a target involves passing the ETI through several ‘filters’ including:
•

Target Selection Standards (TSS);

•

the Attack Guidance Matrix (AGM);

•

Rules of Engagement (ROE) / Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC);

•

retaliation policy (Commander’s Guidance);

•

awareness of combatants, non-combatants and structures/facilities that
may effect the engagement of targets;

•

troop safety (awareness of own forces);

•

Fire Support Co-ordination Measures (FSCM), restrictive and permissive
measures, both two and three dimensional, that either allow a freedom of
response or limit the response;

•

response calculator (matching the appropriate response asset to the target);
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•

target prioritisation (for multiple targets);

•

availability and status of systems (real time CSS data);

•

tactical tasking (command status); and

•

next-higher response architecture (drawing from or informing).

The result is that an appropriate response is selected. Under present doctrine, a
human commander takes final target validation decisions, although technical
systems may be used for filtering.
2.4.6.3

‘Deliver’ function
The ‘Deliver’ function commences with the determination of what effect is
required against a given identified target. The target and required effect
information is then passed to the selected response asset (or, potentially, multiple
response assets if a Cooperative Engagement Capability (CEC) exists). The sensor
entity or entities to be used for Battle Damage Assessment (BDA) are also alerted.
Management of this function requires co-ordination of response assets, tactical
and technical fire direction, hand-over between tasking and response elements,
and cueing of the asset to be used for BDA.

2.4.6.4

‘Assess’ function
The ‘Assess’ function is the conduct of BDA after the target has been engaged.
The objective of BDA is to determine whether the desired effect has been
achieved against the target. A decision to re-engage (if required) will cycle back
into either the:
•

‘Deliver’ function if re-engagement does not require higher-level
planning decisions; or

•

‘Plan OS (‘decide’)’ function if re-engagement requires more complex
planning, probably due to a significant change in circumstances such as
target disposition or shooter entity availability.

The asset used for BDA will usually be the sensor entity that initially identified
the target, although use of other sensors for BDA may be desirable for reasons
including, but not limited to:
•

timeliness, in that another sensor is able to provide BDA information more
quickly than the initial sensor; and/or

•

availability, in that that the initial sensor may have been re-tasked; and/or

•

quality of information available (for example, the initial sensor may not
have as clear a view of the target as another sensor, such as a UAV flown
in specifically to support BDA).
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2.5

TEMPORAL CHARACTERISTICS

2.5.1 Getting inside the enemy OODA loop
A concept core to modern war fighting is the imperative to ‘get inside the enemy
OODA loop’; that is, to execute your own C2 cycle faster than, and hence to
interfere with, the C2 cycle of the enemy commander. Table 1 shows how the
tempo of military activities has changed in recent history and how, in the future,
‘getting inside the enemy OODA loop’ will be a matter of hours or minutes.
American
revolution
(1770)

American
Civil War
(1865)

World War II
(1945)

Gulf War
(1991)

Objective
Force
(2015)

Means of
passing
information
(Orient)

Telescope &
signal
beacon

Telegraph

Radio

Near realtime data
transfer

Real-time
data transfer
& seamless
connectivity

Delay in
receiving
information
(Observe)

Weeks

Days

Hours

Minutes

Nil –
continuous
(see Section
2.5.2)

Time available
to plan military
activities
(Decide)

Months

Weeks

Day

Hours

Immediate
(see Section
2.5.3)

Time to resolve
individual
military actions
(Act)

A season

A month

A week

A day

Potentially an
hour or less

Table 1. Changes in military tempo throughout recent history11

To support this imperative, the rapid execution of all battlefield functions,
including OS, is desirable. This implies a need to conduct all of the functions
defined in Section 2.4 with minimum delay. However, regardless of how much
OS is automated in future, the ongoing (for the foreseeable future) need for human
involvement in two crucial aspects of the process will continue to limit how fast
OS can be conducted.

2.5.2 Human identification of targets
The requirement for human interpretation of raw sensor data in order to produce
information that is meaningful and useful to the OS process, as suggested in
Section 2.3.2.3, implies that there is a minimum time, not less than a few seconds,
required to positively identify a target.

11

Adapted from Land Force Concept for a Sensor-Actor Warfighting Architecture.
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2.5.3 Human decision-making
OS decision-making (apart from target identification) occurs on two levels:
•

Higher-level ‘deliberate planning’ occurs within the ‘Plan OS (‘decide’)’
function.

•

Lower-level, ‘immediate planning’ occurs within the ‘detect’ function.

The differences between decision-making at each level are shown in Figure 12.
Simplistically, at the lower level, the complexity of the decision environment is
less, and possibly more structured, but decisions are typically made more rapidly.
Decision
level

Complexity of
information

Staff support

Decision
speed

Higher

More

More

Slower

Lower

Less

Less

Faster

Figure 12. Decision characteristics versus decision level

Despite this, human involvement is still required and thus there is a minimum
time in which ‘decide’ decision-making can be accomplished, again not less than
a few seconds and possibly much longer.

2.5.4 (Near) real-time target engagement
For the reasons discussed above, the concept of a ‘real-time’ or ‘near real-time’
targeting cycle is problematic.
A possible exception to the human-related limitations on OS speed is a weapon
system where a single human being acts in the role of both sensor and shooter
operator and as C2 authority; for example, the operator of a remotely-guided
weapon who selects and engages a target using real-time imagery from a UAV.
Even in this case, the need to positively-identify a target and confirm that all
targeting requirements, particularly ROE, are met, makes this difficult.
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3

ARMY-IN-BEING OFFENSIVE SUPPORT CAPABILITY

3.1

BASIS OF DESCRIPTION
This description of Army-in-Being OS capability is structured as per Section 2;
that is, the various physical characteristics are identified and, as necessary, the
function is described. Capability performance focuses on temporal aspects.
This description includes those capability entities in service with the ADF or
shortly to be introduced into service. Also included are entities that will not
introduced into service for several years but that have already been well defined,
thus limiting the influence that AFOSS may have on capability definition. Entities
to be fielded towards the Objective Force timeframe, or that will be introduced
sooner but are not yet well defined, are discussed in Section 5.

3.2

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

3.2.1 Sensor entities
3.2.1.1

Augmented forward observer
The most significant sensor entity in the Army-in-Being OS capability is the
human FO who either accompanies a manoeuvre commander or operates
independently, either mounted or dismounted.
In recent years, FO parties have been equipped with GPS receivers and, in some
cases, with laser rangefinders. This gives the FO the capability to (reasonably)
accurately locate a potential target.

3.2.1.2

Weapon-Locating Radar
The Army currently has a counter-battery detection and analysis capability
resident in 131 Loc Bty. This capability is based on the AN/TPQ-36 Firefinder
Weapon-Locating Radar (WLR), shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. AN/TPQ-36 Firefinder weapon-locating radar
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The AN/TPQ-36 is a lightweight and highly mobile radar capable of detecting
weapon projectiles, including simultaneous and volley-fire weapons. Upon
projectile detection, the weapon location is computed and is used to direct
counter-battery fires. It can also be used to register and adjust friendly fire.
The AN/TPQ-36 has digital electronics and claims a ‘digital data interface’, thus
offering the possibility of close integration into a digital OS support system.
3.2.1.3

Ground Surveillance Radar
Project LAND 53 – NINOX is acquiring approximately 50 Ground Surveillance
Radars (GSR) to provide all-weather target detection and classification capability
at ranges up to at least 35km. Approximately 25 will be fitted to the ASLAV-S
surveillance variant of the ASLAV as described in Section 3.2.1.6.
The type of GSR being purchased is the Australian Man-portable Surveillance and
Target Acquisition Radar (AMSTAR). The AMSTAR system is intended for use
by surveillance sub-units and indirect fire observers within infantry battalions,
regional surveillance units and armoured reconnaissance regiments of the Land
Force. Infantry battalions and surveillance units will operate the AMSTAR system
dismounted from Ground Observation Posts, deployed by dedicated surveillance
vehicles. The AMSTAR system may also be carried by personnel from
surveillance detachments for short distances over broken ground, and transported
by rotary and fixed wing aircraft, wheeled and tracked vehicles and watercraft.
The Man Machine Interface (MMI) for the AMSTAR is a ‘ruggedised’ laptop
computer that displays radar and map information. A keyboard and pointing
device is used for the control of the radar modes and data entry. This would
suggest that the AMSTAR could be interfaced to a digital OS support system.

3.2.1.4

Thermal Surveillance System
Project NINOX will also acquire up to 168
Thermal Surveillance Systems (TSS) to
provide the ADF with the capability to
detect and monitor targets during day and
night and in all weather conditions.
Delivery is scheduled for 2003 to 2004.
The TSS will be procured in three variants
with the Type 3 providing a full target
acquisition capability. The TSS Type 3 will
consist of a:
•

thermal imager,

•

Laser Range Finder (LRF) for determining target range,

•

angulation head (for determining azimuth?),

•

GPS receiver for determining TSS location,
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•

Ground-based Laser Target Designator (GLTD) for third-party designation
of targets for air-launched laser-guided munitions, and

•

digital interface.

The TSS Type 3 is thus, in theory, capable of self-surveying and then determining
the location of a target to within GPS levels of accuracy.
3.2.1.5

Other Project NINOX sensor entities
Project NINOX has also delivered, and continues to deliver, a range of other
sensor systems for use by both mounted and dismounted troops:
•

Night Fighting Equipment (NFE) includes Night Vision Goggles, Night
Weapon Sights, Night Aiming Devices, Sniper Night Sights and Infrared
markers.

•

Perimeter Surveillance Equipment (PSE) provides a capability to detect
the approach of enemy personnel and vehicles using remotely located,
unmanned sensors.

•

Leopard Tank Thermal Sight (LTTS) will, when fielded, enable the
Leopard Main Battle Tank (MBT) to observe and engage targets using
direct fire at night and in conditions of poor visibility. The project will fit
90 tanks for LTTS, with 41 tanks also fitted with thermal imaging sights.

•

Unattended Ground Sensors (UGS) provide near real-time information of
enemy activity at remotely located sites. A sensor suite comprising
acoustic, seismic, magnetic, infrared and electro-optical devices will be
required to detect aircraft, watercraft, vehicles and personnel. These
sensors will transmit detection data to monitoring sites located remotely
from the sensors.

Some of these systems are intended personal use and not for integration into any
higher-level architecture; however, most are digital and some are controlled by
laptop computers, thus offering the possibility of integration into a digital OS
support system.
At this time there appears to be no specific plans for integration of any of this
equipment into any larger information management or C2 support system.
3.2.1.6

ASLAV-S surveillance variant
Project LAND 112 is currently acquiring a surveillance variant of the Australian
Light Armoured Vehicle, known as ASLAV-S and shown in Figure 14. Subject to
funding limitations, the ASLAV-S capability will include up to 25 vehicles each
fitted with a multi-spectral surveillance sensor suite that includes the AMSTAR
GSR being procured under Project NINOX. Delivery is planned from early 2005.
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Figure 14. ASLAV-S showing mast-mounted sensors

The high-level operational concept for ASLAV-S, taken from the capability OCD,
is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. ASLAV-S high-level operational concept (OV-1)
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The ASLAV-S OCD states that the primary mission of ASLAV-S is to provide
the reconnaissance commander a surveillance capability with mobility,
communications, protection and endurance so as to increase the commander's
battlespace situational awareness by gathering, processing and distributing tactical
surveillance information.
A secondary mission of ASLAV-S is to call, observe and correct indirect fire
support onto enemy targets. Thus, ASLAV-S is a defined element of the Army’s
OS capability and must be considered when scoping AFOSS.
The ASLAV-S OCD indicates that the vehicle will be fitted with BCSS and
standard Army CNR. This means that data communications is only available via
BCSS. This may, perhaps, constrain the scope for integrating ASLAV-S into the
AFOSS digital environment, since BCSS is not a part of the JTIEE and is not
designed to support time-critical tactical information exchange.
3.2.1.7

Armed Reconnaissance Helicopter (as a sensor)
Project AIR 87 is currently acquiring two squadrons of Eurocopter-built Aussie
Tiger Armed Reconnaissance Helicopters (ARH), as shown in Figure 16. The
ARH will be used for surveillance, reconnaissance, fire-support and escort
missions. The expected in-service date is 2005.

Figure 16. Eurocopter Tiger battlefield helicopter

The ARH is both a sensor and weapon platform in the land-tactical battlespace.
As a sensor, the ARH is equipped with:
•

helmet-mounted Night Vision Goggles (NVG),

•

roof-mounted long-wave (8 to 12 micron) thermal imager,

•

CCD daylight television sensor,

•

laser rangefinder and designator, and
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•

laser spot-tracker.

The ARH will therefore will well equipped to detect and, in concert with the crew,
recognise and identify potential targets.
3.2.1.8

Soldier Combat System
Project LAND 125 – WUNDURRA seeks to improve the capabilities of the
dismounted close combatant, including by improving situational awareness and
C4I connectivity. The combination of individual combat soldiers, their units or
teams and the interfaces with the external battle environment is termed the Soldier
Combat System (SCS). LAND 125 is a developmental project involving studies
in the areas of human performance/doctrine, operational techniques, training and
relevant technologies.
The project will require the selection and integration of a number of sub-systems
to equip the individual soldier. As shown in Figure 17, candidate technologies for
the SCS could include hand-held data terminals, intra-section radios, weapon
sights employing thermal imaging, laser range-finding and target designation,
head-up-displays and body function monitors.

Figure 17. Image of a soldier utilising multiple technologies

From an OS perspective, WUNDURRA is a potential sensor entity. To make best
use of this entity, the effective and efficient integration of WUNDURRA-acquired
tactical information into the OS process is important, particularly for close support
tasks.
3.2.1.9

Tactical EW (electronic support) capability
The Army’s tactical EW capability is resident in 7 Signal Regiment, which
possesses a range of tactical Electronic Support (ES) systems. 7 Sig Regt also has
a strategic EW role and there is some overlap of personnel between the two roles.
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There is currently no known integration of the Army’s tactical EW capability with
the OS function, either through connection of systems or through doctrine.
Project DEF224 BUNYIP aims to develop an integrated ADF EW system that will
streamline tasking, processing and dissemination activities within the ADF
tactical EW environment. The project is likely to involve the procurement of both
developmental and COTS sub-systems and components. Introduction into service
of the complete capability is expected by 2007.
Whilst tactical EW is not currently associated with the extant Army OS capability,
Project BUNYIP offers the opportunity to develop AFOSS to use ES sensor feeds
a source of information for OS targeting and BDA.
3.2.1.10 Airborne Early Warning and Control aircraft (as a sensor)
Project AIR 5077 – WEDGETAIL seeks to introduce an Airborne Early Warning
and Control (AEW&C) capability into the ADF by 2007 in the form of four
Boeing B737-700 platforms each equipped with multimode radar optimised for
airspace control but capable of air and sea surface surveillance. The radar will not
support a Ground Moving Target Indication (GMTI) mode. The aircraft will be
fitted with a comprehensive ESM suite.
As an OS-related sensor, AEW&C has only a minor role to play, as it is not,
although, depending on communications links, EW information may be provided
to the Land Force and, perhaps, used in OS planning and targeting. As a part of
the ADF Air Defence System (ADFADS), the AEW&C might be expected to
communicate air threat information to deployed land forces via the Army-organic
air defence organisation.
3.2.1.11 Meteorological data collection and analysis
The Army-in-Being employs the Automated Artillery Meteorological System
(AAMS) to gather and record meteorological data in support of gun artillery,
target acquisition radars and acoustic sensors and, when required, NBC operations
staff requirements.
The AAMS is a collection of predominantly ruggedised commercial equipment
comprising surface and upper atmosphere measurement instruments (balloonborne radio sondes), ancillaries and consumable items. The AAMS can be
employed in both fixed and portable roles.
Information from the measurement instruments is received and processed by a
ground station, which then produces a printed ‘met message’ for transmission by
voice over CNR. The ground station is digital-data capable but currently does not
interface to any other battlespace systems.
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3.2.2 Shooter entities
3.2.2.1

IFWS shooters
IFWS shooter assets organic to the Army-in-Being include:
•

81 mm mortars employed by light and mechanised units;

•

105 mm L118, L119 and M2A2 towed howitzers, all employed in
six-gun batteries; and

•

155 mm M198 towed howitzers firing the M107 family of projectiles, also
employed in six-gun batteries.

None of these core IFWS currently utilise modern electronic technology for
surveying or laying; nor are any capable of being interfaced to a digital OS
support system, thus precluding the passing of targeting information. Also,
physical movement, aiming and loading is done manually, thus making the
process labour-intensive and slow.
3.2.2.2

Armed Reconnaissance Helicopter (as a shooter)
The Aussie Tiger ARH will be a potent shooter organic to the land force and thus
directly available to the manoeuvre commander. The Aussie Tiger ARH will be
fitted with:

3.2.2.3

•

a 30mm chin-mounted cannon;

•

70mm (2.75-in) Folding-Fin Air Rockets (FFAR);

•

AGM-114 Hellfire semi-active laser-guided air-to-surface missiles capable
of being fired in a ‘lock after launch’ mode and then third-party
designated, thus providing opportunity for use in OS.12

Direct-fire guided weapon system
The acquisition of a Direct-Fire Guided Weapon (DFGW) system under Project
LAND 40 Phase 1 will address serious deficiencies in Army’s Direct Fire Support
Weapon (DFSW) capability. The DFGW system will be procured ‘military of-theshelf’ with an in-service date of 2005.
The Project LAND 40-1 Operational Concept Document requires that the DFGW
system be capable defeating armoured vehicles, including those with appliqué
armour, and threats contained within bunkers and fortifications out to a range of at
least 2000 metres. The OCD also identifies interfaces with Army ISTAR systems
as a requirement, but does not specify which particular systems.

12

Third-party designation is only possible using a 1064 nm wavelength laser designator with the correct
Pulse Intensity Modulation (PIM) code sequences. According the AIR 87 Project Office, there is
currently no intention of acquiring ground-based designators, nor has such a requirement been levied on
Project NINOX.
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3.2.2.4

Direct-fire armoured vehicles
Direct-fire armoured vehicles, particularly the Leopard MBT, are potentially
available for OS missions. No Army direct-fire armoured vehicles are equipped
with any form of digital communications, all tasking and reporting being by voice.
Plans to fit BCSS to the Leopard MBT are currently being reconsidered due to
cost and an unclear requirement.

3.2.2.5

Tactical EW (electronic attack) capability
The Army’s current Electronic Attack (EA) capability is resident in systems
operated by 7 Sig Regt. As per Section 3.2.1.7, none of these systems are known
to be integrated with extant OS capabilities. However, Project BUNYIP offers the
opportunity to develop AFOSS to make use of EA capabilities.

3.2.2.6

Non-organic shooters
Non-organic shooter entities potentially-available to the land force include:
•

F/A-18 Hornet fighter aircraft flying CAIRS and BAI missions, possibly
in association with PC-9 Forward Air Control (FAC) aircraft, with
unguided and laser-guided bombs and a 20mm cannon;

•

F-111 strike aircraft flying BAI missions with unguided and laser-guided
bombs and the AGM-142 Raptor air-to-surface missile;

•

ADELAIDE class guided missile frigates, each providing NGS using a
single 76 mm rapid-fire gun; and

•

ANZAC class frigates, each providing NGS using a 127mm Mk 45 Mod 2
gun which can fire at a rate of 20 rounds/min to a range of over 20km.

At present, all of these platforms communicate with Army OS C2 entities using
voice radio; however, all of these platforms are, or will be, fitted with datalinks as
discussed in Section 3.2.3.6.

3.2.3 C2 entities
3.2.3.1

Organisational structures
C2 entities in the Army-in-Being OS capability comprise the:
•

CP at regimental (Bde HQ) level,

•

CP at battery level, and

•

FO with authority to ‘call in’ fire independently.
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3.2.3.2

Regimental CP business practices
The regimental CP, operating as the JOSCC within Bde HQ, controls all Bde OS
activities and is responsible for liaison with other elements of the Bde to ensure
‘de-confliction’. This CP thus operates as an FDC.
All OS-specific planning, calculations and cross-checking in the Regt CP at Bde
HQ is currently performed manually; for example, staff would ensure
‘deconfliction’ with own troops by voice calls across the headquarters:
•

‘S3 … confirm clear ground at grid …?’, and

•

‘BALO … confirm clear air between grid … and … to a vertex height of
… feet?’.

Regt CP participation in the Commander’s MAP is facilitated by BCSS, which
also provides all-corps situational awareness information through a non-real time
battle map. BCSS also supports the creation, consolidation and dispatch of
standard reports and returns.
The regimental CP typically communicates with the battery CP, and other entities,
via radio with all information being passed by voice.
3.2.3.3

Battery CP business practices
The battery CP is collocated with the battery artillery and acts as an FPC,
performing all ballistic calculation and passing gun elevation, azimuth and
ammunition data to the gun-line.
Specialised digital computers are used to assist with ballistic calculations. BCSS
may be used to provide all-corps situational awareness and a facility to create and
dispatch of standard reports and returns to higher headquarters.
At present, the battery CP communicates with the gun-line by DON10 landline
telephone, with all information being passed by voice.

3.2.3.4

FO business practices
The FO located with a manoeuvre commander also performs all functions
manually, including ‘calling in’ fire by voice radio.

3.2.3.5

C2 staffing
The use of manual processes in all OS C2 entities is very manpower-intensive
with a heavy reliance on extensive individual training to ‘operate’ the manual
processes.

3.2.3.6

Airborne early warning and control aircraft (as a C2 entity)
The new ADF AEW&C capability is will primarily be used as a flying ‘control
and reporting unit’ for airspace management. The role of the AEW&C aircraft in
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C2 of deployed land forces will be minimal, although the aircraft, when available
will probably coordinate both BAI and CAIRS missions.

3.2.4 Communications entities
3.2.4.1

Land environment communications
OS-related communications in the land environment is currently limited to voice
over:
•

RAVEN Combat Net Radio (CNR) using VHF and HF frequencies;

•

other CNR systems, such as WAGTAIL, PINTAIL and MBITR;

•

trunk communications provided by PARAKEET equipment;

•

tactical satellite links such as the Defence Mobile Communications
Network (DMCN); and

•

land-line telephones from battery CP to gun line over a distance of usually
not more than 500 metres.

Whilst some of these communication entities are data-capable, their use in OS
activities is limited to voice only, although the IDFDN trial being conducted at
8/12 Mdm Regt might well lead to some short-term changes. Furthermore, no
ADF asset operating in the land environment is presently equipped with a tactical
datalink (TADIL) capability.
3.2.4.2

Battlespace Communications System – Land (Phase 1)13
In the short-to-medium term, there will be an improvement in both voice and data
communications in the land environment through Project JP 2072 – Battlespace
Communications System – Land (BCS-L). Phase 1 of this project already has an
OCD approved by the DCIC and will be fielding equipment within the next two
years; hence, this phase of BCS-L is included in this description of the Army-inBeing OS capability.
Phase 1 of Project JP 2072 will equip a brigade-sized Joint Task Force (JTF) with:

13

•

new HF and UHF/VHF tactical radios;

•

high-capacity communications links from Bde HQ to combat unit HQ;

•

high-capacity voice and data radio links interconnecting the major nodes
with a COTS-based network management system;

•

secure mobile telephones for staff permitting extended mobility within the
network coverage area; and

•

Concept Technology Demonstrator (CTD) ‘inserts’ to fast-track new
capabilities such as a real-time tactical data network.

Information sourced from JP 2072 – Battlespace Communications System – Land, Project Brief (Phase 1).
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A full description of BCS-L, as will be implemented in the follow-on phases of
Project JP 2072, is provided in Section 5.3.4.2.
3.2.4.3

Eurogrid datalink on ARH
The Aussie Tiger ARH will be delivered by 2005 with a TADIL capability as well
as voice radio; however, the datalink is a proprietary component of the Eurogrid
situational awareness system fitted to the ARH, and not a common standard such
as Link 16.
Eurogrid supports limited data transfer between ARH platforms, and between
ARH and the Ground Mission Management System (GMMS) at the Aviation CP.
The Eurogrid communications link has the capability to transmit and receive the
following four message types:
•

own position,

•

one overlay containing symbols/graphics of tactical significance,

•

one still image, and

•

up to 256 characters of free text.

At this time, the only exchange of digital information between the ARH capability
and other land battlespace entities is planned to be an interface between BCSS and
the ARH GMMS located at the Aviation CP.
The Knowledge Staff has assessed14 that the ARH data communications
architecture does not meet the ADF tactical information exchange requirements
and should be reconsidered as a matter of priority. In addition, the Knowledge
Staff has suggested the ARH as a candidate for exchanging Link 16 messages
within the land environment.
3.2.4.4

Joint environment communications
At present, communications between OS C2 entities and the non-organic air and
maritime shooter entities listed in Section 3.2.2.6 is conducted entirely by voice.
However, some of the non-organic entities are fitted with datalinks and digital
combat data systems as follows:

14

•

The F/A-18 is fitted with Link 4, which is a datalink connecting fighter
aircraft to ground-based Control and Reporting Units (CRUs) in the Air
Defence Ground Environment (ADGE). Project AIR 5376 Hornet
Upgrade Phase 2 will give the F/A-18 fleet a Link 16 capability through
the fitment of next-generation MIDS Low Volume Terminals (LVT). The
first platform will be Link 16 capable by 2006.

•

The F-111 is not currently fitted with any datalink capability and is not
likely to be, although fitment of Link 16 has been recommended by the

Refer Briefing Paper for DCIC on the Status and Plans for Developing Link 16 Across the ADF.
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Knowledge Staff.15 In addition, some form of high-capacity air-to-ground
datalink may be fitted in future to support the planned fitment of a sensor
pod.
•

The ADELAIDE Class frigates are fitted with Link 11 for ship-to-ship
communications and the proprietary Barracuda tactical datalink for
communications with the embarked S-70-2B Seahawk helicopter. Under
Project SEA 1390, all FFGs will be fitted with Link 16 and a Link 11-to16 bi-directional forwarding capability.

•

The ANZAC Class frigates are fitted with Link 11 but, unfortunately, are
unlikely to be fitted with Link 16.

•

The WEDGETAIL AEW&C aircraft will be fitted with a range of digital
communications links, including Link 16, and may act as a
communications relay for both voice and data traffic.

Since none of these datalink networks currently extend to the land environment,
digital communications in support of OS is not possible; however, the potential
for integration of non-organic OS shooters exists and should be considered when
defining the AFOSS.

3.2.5 Navigation entities
Manual methods of position location dominate the Army-in-Being with hand-held
and vehicle-mounted GPS receivers gradually becoming more common across
Army. The current use of GPS and BCSS to automate the location status reporting
process is, perhaps, the only integration of GPS with other land systems.

3.2.6 Identification entities
Aside from voice-over-radio, the Army-in-Being employs no specific
identification entities to support situational awareness of own force disposition.

3.2.7 Sustainment entities
Coordination of CSS for replenishment and maintenance of OS entities is done
entirely manually, although BCSS is now playing some part in this. There is
currently no capability for automated status reporting or to automatically generate
resupply demands.

3.2.8 Node connectivity
Connectivity between the sensor, C2 and shooter entities (via the communications
entities) is shown in Table 2 and Table 3. Those sensor and shooter entities with
digital data capabilities are highlighted.

15

Refer Briefing Paper for DCIC on the Status and Plans for Developing Link 16 Across the ADF.
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Serial

Sensor entities
(Data-capable)

C2 entities
Regt CP / JOSCC

Bty CP / JOSCC

Independent FO

Voice by CNR?

Not applicable

1.

Augmented FO

Voice by CNR

2.

AN/TPQ-36 WLR

Voice by CNR

3.

AMSTAR GSR

Voice by CNR

4.

TSS Type 3

Voice by CNR

5.

NFE

Voice by CNR?

6.

PSE

Voice by CNR?

7.

Leopard Tank TS

Voice by CNR?

8.

UGS

Voice by CNR?

9.

ASLAV-S

Voice by CNR

Possibly collocated

Data by BCSS – if
LTTS integrated

Data by BCSS
10.

ARH

Voice by CNR

Voice by CNR

Data by Eurogrid
and BCSS

Data by Eurogrid
and BCSS

11.

SCS

Unknown

12.

Tactical EW (ES)

13.

AEW&C

Voice by radio?

14.

AAMS (met)

Voice by CNR?

Voice by CNR

Nil?
Voice by CNR?

Table 2. AIB sensor-to-C2 connectivity description (OV-2)

Table 2 clearly shows a large number of sensor entities marked as capable of
processing digital data yet a paucity of digital linkages to the associated C2
entities. There is a similar lack of digital linkages between shooters and C2
entities evident in Table 3.
Serial

C2 entities
Regt CP / JOSCC

Bty CP / JOSCC

Shooter entities
Independent FO

(Data-capable)

1.

Voice by CNR

81 mm mortar

2.

Nil

Voice by landline

105 mm gun

3.

Nil

Voice by landline

155 mm gun

4.

Voice by CNR

Nil?

Nil?

ARH

Data by Eurogrid
and BCSS
5.

Voice by CNR

6.

Voice by CNR

DFGW
Nil?

Leopard MBT

Data by BCSS?
7.

Voice by CNR

Tactical EW (EA)

Data by BCSS?
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Serial

C2 entities
Regt CP / JOSCC

Bty CP / JOSCC

Shooter entities
Independent FO

(Data-capable)

8.

Voice by CNR
Poss via AEW&C

F/A-18

9.

Voice by CNR
Poss via AEW&C

F-111

10.

Voice by CNR

ADELAIDE FFG

11.

Voice by CNR

ANZAC Frigate

Table 3. AIB C2-to-shooter connectivity description (OV-2)

3.3

FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
As noted above, the Army-in-Being OS capability is characterised by manual
processes for planning and execution carried out in accordance with the functional
description in Section 2.4, although ballistic computers are used at the Bty CP to
assist in gun-laying.
The Army has commenced ad hoc experimentation with OS ‘business process reengineering’ through the Land Command-sponsored InDirect Fire Data Network
(IDFDN) trial currently being conducted by 8/12 Medium Regiment in Darwin.16
How quickly process changes identified by this trial will be incorporated into
operational procedures is not yet determined.

3.4

TEMPORAL CHARACTERISTICS
The overwhelmingly manual equipment and processes employed in the Army-inBeing OS capability ensures that the ‘Conduct OS’ function occur much more
slowly than it otherwise might. This has two very significant drawbacks:

16

•

The manoeuvre commander’s OS plan may be subverted by more rapid
enemy action (refer Section 2.5.1).

•

Enemy use of counter-battery radar, and other counter-battery sensors
systems, exposes shooter assets such as artillery to significant risk, perhaps
limiting the effectiveness of OS.

The trial is currently delayed due to lack of ammunition and, thus, no results are expected before the end
of 2002 (Telecon on 3 April 2002 with COL Phil Winter, COL ARTY, LHQ).
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4

INFLUENCES ON THE FUTURE OF OS

4.1

IDENTIFICATION OF INFLUENCES
The OS function within the Australian Army is expected to change significantly in
the Objective Force timeframe due to a range of influences including:
•

new technologies, both military-specific and those with wider civil
application;

•

improved capability system development concepts;

•

new concepts of war-fighting, most of which are themselves driven by
new technologies; and

•

changes in the political nature of war-fighting, particularly the apparentlyheightened sensitivity of Western World democracies to the conduct of
warfare, a phenomenon again driven by changes in technology through the
capabilities of the modern mass media.

Note that these new technologies and concepts create both opportunities and risks
for the ADF: Opportunities because the ADF can harness the new technologies
and concepts to become more effective at OS, but risks because the improvements
are potentially available to all; that is, the ADF could well find itself facing
highly-capable adversaries who have successfully exploited the new technologies
and concepts.

4.2

NEW TECHNOLOGIES
New (and not-so-new) technologies that will influence the OS process include:
•

GPS and INS to permit both shooter and sensor platforms to rapidly and
accurately self-survey;

•

laser rangefinders to, in combination with INS and GPS, rapidly and
accurately determine target location;

•

digital computers at the shooter platform to perform all ballistic and other
calculations necessary to self-lay;

•

biometrics to accurately, reliably and quickly authenticate personnel
involved in OS;

•

improved sensor apertures and signal processing to increase the speed and
probability of target detection;

•

counter-battery acoustic sensors and radars capable of rapidly locating
enemy shooters;

•

longer-range, more accurate munitions enabling ‘first round fire-foreffect’;
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4.3

•

the move to Insensitive Munitions (IM), particularly to ensure
compatibility with ADF and allied transportation capabilities;

•

highly-mobile, self-propelled gun and mortar systems;

•

decision-support software such as intelligent agents and personal
assistants;

•

modelling and simulation software that supports visualisation of the
battlespace and war-gaming of Courses of Action (COA);

•

Command Support Systems,17 such as BCSS, to provide a CommonlyInformed Operating Picture (CIOP) for planning, including logistics
planning (corresponding to the ‘Plan OS (‘decide’)’ function); and

•

‘combat data systems’ in the land environment to provide a CIOP for
target assignment, selection and engagement purposes, including blue-onblue de-confliction (corresponding to the ‘Manage OS execution’
function).

IMPROVED CAPABILITY SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CONCEPTS
At least as important as new technology as a driver of change in OS are
contemporary improvements in the way capability systems are developed.
Development concepts of particular importance include:
•

‘system of systems’ as an approach to defining ADF capabilities, with
AFOSS being the manifestation of ‘system of systems’ in the OS
community;

•

systems engineering as a way to field ever more complex and capable
systems that meet operational requirements whilst managing project risk;

•

common, open (instead of proprietary) and modular architectures and
interfaces to facilitate affordable mid-life upgrades; and

•

widespread use of COTS equipment and standards in military systems
except where MILSPEC is absolutely required.

These concepts will, singly and in combination, promote continual and rapid
change in fielded technical systems.

17

In this paper the abbreviation ‘CSS’ is defined to mean ‘Combat Service Support’, not ‘Command
Support System’.
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4.4

NEW WAR-FIGHTING CONCEPTS
New war-fighting concepts that will significantly influence OS include:

4.5

•

changes in Australia’s strategic circumstances that will see the ADF focus
on Manoeuvre Operations in a Littoral Environment (MOLE) and Military
Operations in Urban Terrain (MOUT);

•

contributions to coalition operations World-wide (CCOW);

•

Network-Enabled Warfare (NEW)18 that emphasises decision-superiority;

•

the need for sensor range to significantly overmatch shooter range in order
to facilitate timely engagement at maximum weapon range, subject to
environmental conditions;19

•

changes to doctrine, structures and systems as a result of Enhanced
Combat Force (Objective Force) concepts, such as the Command Support
Element (CSE) and ‘reach-back’, being accepted into practice; and

•

changes to doctrine, structures and systems as a result of ad hoc
development efforts such as the IDFDN trial currently underway at 8/12
Mdm Regt in Darwin.

POLITICAL CHANGES
The end of the Cold War a decade ago marked the sharp acceleration of a shift in
the political nature of war fighting that has been occurring since the Vietnam War.
With no apparent direct threat to the national survival of any First-World Western
nations, there has been an increasing tendency amongst these nations to ‘pick and
choose’ conflicts based on apparent moral grounds and public opinion. Not
surprisingly, there has also been an increase in the questioning of both ‘why’ and,
critically for the military, ‘how’ war is conducted.
Improvements in communications and related technologies now permit media
organisations to collect, analyse and disseminate conflict-related news at least as
fast as the mechanisms of government can. Perhaps consequently, the public has
developed distaste for own, third-party and even enemy casualties. The concept of
‘proportionality’ of response has also gained currency.
This distaste for casualties, and the concept of ‘proportionality’ of response, has,
and will continue to have, a marked effect on military operations. OS in particular
will be driven to ensure that only minimum necessary force is used and only
against legitimate targets. When third parties are located near to legitimate targets,
the imperative will be not to engage unless the characteristics of the capability
ensure a high probability of hitting only the target and nothing else.

18
19

NEW is the Australian implementation of the American ‘Network-Centric Warfare’ concept.
Conclusion of the IFWS CED version 1.06.
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5

FUTURE ARMY OFFENSIVE SUPPORT CAPABILITY

5.1

BASIS OF DESCRIPTION
This description of the future Army OS capability is structured like the Army-inBeing OS capability description; that is, the various physical characteristics are
identified and, as necessary, the function is described. Capability performance
analysis focuses on the temporal aspects.
The likely differences between the Army-in-Being OS capability and the future
capability are (in the logic of this document) traceable to the influences discussed
in Section 4.

5.2

A VISION FOR THE FUTURE
The timeframe for the future Army OS capability is the Objective Force
timeframe of 10-to-15 years. In this timeframe, a number of entities currently in
service, such as RAVEN CNR and the 105mm and 155 mm guns, will have been
retired. Several new OS entities that are not yet scoped or, possibly, even
identified, will be fielded.20
Despite the influences identified in Section 4, the ‘basics’ of OS will likely remain
unchanged in that shooters will still be controlled via a CP and initiated by
Forward Observers located with supported manoeuvre units; however, automation
and connectivity will transform the conduct of OS, particularly in planning and
facilitation of situational awareness. Consequently, the decision cycle will be
faster and all OS entities will be more autonomous. Freed of the need to ‘micromanage’ individual entities, the JOSCC will broaden focus beyond IFWS to
become a true effects-based planning organisation with a wide range of lethal and
non-lethal options available to it.

5.3

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 21

5.3.1 Sensor entities
5.3.1.1

Overview of changes
In the Objective Force timeframe there will not, perhaps surprisingly, be a
significant change in the inventory of OS-related sensor entities as compared to
the Army-in-Being of the present and near future. This is despite the technological
influences described in Section 4.2. However, opportunity upgrades and
technology insertions to incorporate new technologies in existing capabilities may
occur, possibly through minor capital acquisition processes. Candidate
technologies for inclusion into upgrade activities include:

20
21

Refer Inter-Project Impacts Study for LAND 17/18 Indirect Fire Weapon System (IFWS).
The material in this section has been drawn from a range of sources, including the Defence web site.
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•

self-survey using GPS (and / or the European Galileo satellite navigation
system) and INS,

•

non-cooperative target recognition and identification, and

•

digital data communications capability (assuming that the required
architecture exists).

The FO is expected to remain as the key ‘sensor entity’, augmented with a range
of technical sensors and CNI capabilities. All of the technical sensors described in
Section 3.2.1 will likely still be in service, with the possible exception of the
AN/TPQ-36 WLR, which may have reached Life-of-Type (LOT). Acoustic
sensors may have been fielded to augment or replace the AN/TPQ-36 capability.
The most significant new sensor entities to enter the land battlespace in the
Objective Force timeframe are UAVs of various sizes from High-Altitude, LongEndurance (HALE) to Micro Air Vehicles (MAV).
Of course, this assessment of little change does not, and cannot, account for
significant changes in Australia’s circumstances and any resulting short-notice
changes to Defence posture and capability needs.
5.3.1.2

RQ-4A Global Hawk HALE UAV
The RQ-4A Global Hawk HALE UAV, shown in Figure 18, is likely to be
acquired under Project JP 2062 with a predicted in-service date of 2007. How
Global Hawk will be employed by the ADF is unclear; however, this capability is
unlikely to be under the control of the land element commander and may be more
suited to non-time-critical BDA rather than target acquisition.

Figure 18. RQ-4A Global Hawk HALE UAV

Global Hawk is fitted with a range of communications capabilities, including
high-capacity satellite communications; hence, this capability would appear to be
suited to later integration into the AFOSS architecture as a non-organic sensor.
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5.3.1.3

Tactical UAV
Project JP 129 will acquire a fleet of Tactical Uninhabited Aerial Vehicles
(TUAV) with a planned in-service date of 2007. The particular materiel solution
has not yet been selected; however, the Searcher TUAV shown in Figure 19 is
considered representative of a high-end capability. Unlike Global Hawk, the
TUAV capability will, most probably, be organic the to Bde, and thus directlytaskable for OS activities.

Figure 19. Israeli Aircraft Industries Searcher TUAV

The TUAV system will be capable of providing day/night airborne surveillance,
reconnaissance, and target acquisition to support land operations. ADHQ expects
that the system acquired will consist of air vehicles fitted with an EO/IR sensor
suite and a laser target designator, a ground segment to provide control and
exploitation functions, and support elements as shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20. TUAV high-level operational concept (OV-1)22

22

Image taken from JP 129 project description on DMO web-site.
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The link in Figure 20 between the UAV and the Ground Control Station (GCS)
will likely be a proprietary digital datalink. The remote video terminal will
probably be downlink only.
How information from the JP 129 capability is communicated to others in the land
battlespace is not yet fully determined; however, a digital interface between the
GCS and BCSS is currently being scoped. Otherwise, staff at the GCS will
communicate information by voice over CNR.
5.3.1.4

Micro air vehicles
For ISR tasks close to the FEBA, MAV might well become an important tool for
the FO within the Objective Force timeframe. Small enough to be easily carried
by a single solider, yet capable enough to conduct TA and BDA tasks out to a
range of 5 km or more, the MAV is also likely to be very low observable.
The mock-up of a proposed future MAV, shown in Figure 21, features a daylight
CCD camera, GPS receiver and radio link to ground. Hence, the MAV might well
be used in a similar manner to the NINOX TSS Type 3 … with the advantage of
being able to closely reconnoitre an area of interest without endangering the FO.

Figure 21. Mock-up of proposed future MAV23

A future MAV would communicate with others in the battlespace via the FO, who
would probably be equipped with digital data communications capability.
5.3.1.5

Meteorological sensor entities
The current AAMS meteorological capability has a LOT of 2010.24 How this
capability will change is unclear; however, the demand for accurate meteorology

23
24

Image courtesy of the AeroVironment Inc web site at www.aerovironment.com.
Refer IFWS CED version 2.0, paragraph 3.31.
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along the trajectory and at the target zone, both for targeting and BDA, combined
with the likely significant increase in the engagement range of new IFWS, will
drive a need for extended range meteorological analysis capabilities.
How the meteorological needs of the Objective Force will be satisfied is not yet
clear; however, options may include any or all of:
•

improved Defence connectivity with the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) to
facilitate access to the BOM’s increasing capability;

•

equipping the TUAV capability to provide target-area meteorology;

•

employment of specialised ‘sonde’ uninhabited aircraft, such as the
Aerosonde robotic aircraft shown in Figure 22; and

•

use of near real-time atmospheric data supplied by civilian satellites to aid
in OS operations.25

Figure 22. Aerosonde robotic aircraft

Regardless of which combination of meteorological capabilities is employed,
there is an imperative to obtain meteorological information in a digital form useful
to OS planners.

5.3.2 Shooter entities
5.3.2.1

Overview of changes
In contrast to the sensor entities, the Army’s OS shooter capability will undergo
significant transformation in the Objective Force timeframe. The major organic
IFWS assets will all be replaced and ADF OAS and NGS capabilities will
undergo substantial change.

25

Refer Aviation Week & Space Technology, 8 April 2002, page 77.
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5.3.2.2

Field and medium artillery
Over the next decade, all of the Army’s 105mm and 155mm artillery will be
withdrawn from service and replaced under the (possibly soon-to-be-combined)
Projects LAND 17 and LAND 18. The replacement capability, or capabilities,
will, almost certainly:
•

be highly mobile and manoeuvrable;

•

be self-surveying using GPS (and / or the European Galileo satellite
navigation system) and INS;

•

be self-laying using on-board ballistic computer systems and performance
sensors;

•

be digitally-connected to C2 systems to facilitate rapid and accurate
transfer of OS information; and

•

in combination with new-technology munitions, be capable of first round
fire-for-effect.

The LAND 17 / 18 capability will become the core Army OS shooter capability;
hence, consideration of how LAND 17 / 18 will integrate into the AFOSS concept
is of high importance.
5.3.2.3

Light Armoured Mortar System
Project LAND 135 – Light Armoured Mortar System (LAMS) will procure a
highly-mobile 120mm armoured mortar capability for Army. How this capability
will be employed is not yet determined and there is a significant likelihood that
cavalry or infantry units, not artillery, will operate LAMS.
Like the new gun artillery capability, LAMS will:
•

be highly mobile and manoeuvrable;

•

be self-surveying and self-laying;

•

be digitally-connected to C2 systems; and

•

in combination with new-technology munitions, be capable of first round
fire-for-effect.

To make effective use of the mobility and flexibility that the LAMS capability
will offer, the ADF will need to ensure that the OS process is enhanced for faster
decision-making and more responsive logistics support.
5.3.2.4

Project AIR 6000
Project AIR 6000 – New Aerospace Combat Capability will acquire a capability
to replace the F/A-18 Hornet and F-111 fleets that currently provide the ADF
OAS capability. How the new capability will be constituted is not yet defined,
although platform-for-platform replacement is almost certainly too expensive.
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Project AIR 6000 is currently in the very early stages of capturing possible
requirements; in particular, the AIR 6000 project team is determining the
capability provided by F/A-18 and F-111 to use as a baseline for future analysis.
Army should ensure that the role of both platforms in OS is fully understood by
the AIR 6000 project team. The need to ensure that the associated C4
architectures integrate so as to support OS is particularly important.
5.3.2.5

Project SEA 4000
Project SEA 4000 – Maritime Air Warfare Capability will introduce a new large
warship into the RAN. This new ship will, most probably, include a significant
naval artillery capability and, possibly, a land-attack guided missile capability.
Consequently, ADF NGS will, potentially, be enhanced.
The requirements for SEA 4000 are currently being determined; hence an
opportunity exists for Army to influence these requirements so as to enhance
Army’s future OS capability. The need to ensure that the associated C4
architectures integrate so as to support OS is particularly important.

5.3.3 C2 entities
5.3.3.1

Organisational structures
How the structure of the OS C2 organisation in the Objective Force timeframe
will differ from that of the Army-in-Being is beyond the scope of the AFOSS
Preliminary Study; however:

5.3.3.2

•

a JOSCC will almost certainly exist at the Bde HQ, probably with a muchexpanded role covering non-lethal effects, including EW and, perhaps,
cyber-warfare;

•

the Bty CP might disappear as an OS C2 entity if the Bty itself ceases to
be an organisational entity due to the independent operating capability of
future shooters; and

•

the FO will, possibly, be more empowered to ‘call in’ fire independently
due to the increased tempo of OS operations and the consequent need to
minimise delay.

Business practices
Regardless of what OS C2 entities exist in the Objective Force timeframe, how
these entities perform their functions will be markedly different. Business
practices will be heavily automated with the human role focused on decisionmaking rather than information processing. However, the CP will be capable of
operating manually if the need arises.
A consequence of the increased level of automation at the C2 entities (and
elsewhere) will be a likely reduction in the number of staff required for OS C2
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activities. However, a minimum level of staffing must be maintained to support a
reversion to fully-manual operations if required.
5.3.3.3

Information systems support
All OS CPs will be equipped with BCSS (or it’s successor) to facilitate
collaborative planning (Commander’s MAP) and de-confliction with own troops
and assets through the CIOP. As an integrated component of the JCSE, BCSS will
provide information on Joint asset disposition and capability, thus improving
coordination of OAS and NGS.
Project LAND 75 has recently been funded to develop BCSS to support OS
situational awareness, planning and situational awareness. This support is likely to
cover the ‘Plan OS (‘decide’)’ function in support of the Commander’s MAP, but
not the lower-level, more immediate functions within the ‘Manage OS execution’
function.
Section 5.3.2 stated that IFWS shooters fielded by Army in the Objective Force
timeframe will be digitally-connected to C2 systems, otherwise known as ‘combat
data systems’. These systems will, most likely, be dedicated IFWS C2 systems,
possibly specific to each particular shooter type, although commonality is
desirable for a number of reasons. If commonality of combat data system cannot
be achieved, then, as a minimum, the proprietary systems must interface to permit
sharing of near real-time tactical information to support situational awareness and
freedom of action for the OS commander.
The combat data systems system or systems will interface with BCSS, probably at
the CP, and use the JTIEE as the means of exchanging tactical information with
other OS entities.

5.3.4 Communications entities
5.3.4.1

Overview of changes
In the Objective Force timeframe, the ADF land battlespace communications
environment will change significantly in that:
•

BCS-L will be fully implemented;

•

the maritime equivalent of BCS-L, known as Battlespace
Communications System – Sea (BCS-S), will be implemented under
Project SEA 1442, thus providing the connectivity between the maritime
and land environments required for responsive NGS;

•

Theatre Broadcast Service (TBS) and the Integrated Broadcast Service
(IBS) will be standard services provided to deployed headquarters; and

•

datalinks are expected to be in widespread use within the JTIEE.

Furthermore, the DIE concept will be fully realised; hence, ADF communications
users in the Objective Force timeframe will expect seamless connectivity across
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and between all battlespace environments at defined Military Quality of Service
(MQOS) levels for:

5.3.4.2

•

information transfer capacity;

•

latency; and

•

security, including confidentiality, integrity, availability, authenticity and
non-repudiation.

Battlespace Communications System – Land (follow-on phases)26

5.3.4.2.1 Capability
BCS-L will provide an integrated and deployable data and voice communications
network of tactical radios, computers and ancillary equipment that supports the
‘networked battlespace’. This network will provide formation and tactical
commanders and their staffs with real-time and near real-time access to
manoeuvre, C4ISREW, offensive support and logistics assets. BCS-L will extend
to all users within and between areas of operations, to Joint or Coalition elements
and support reach-back into the Defence strategic networks.
5.3.4.2.2 Architecture
Whilst functioning as a single, logical network, the BCS-L will not be
implemented as a single, physical network. Instead, to accommodate the differing
characteristics of various elements of the battlespace, the architecture is modelled
in the JP 2072 OCD as a set of conceptual sub-systems per Figure 23.

Overlaid
communications
systems

Personal communications systems
Theatre Broadcast / IBS
Commercial SATCOM

Tactical Airborne Sub-system
Battlespace
Communications
System - Land

Tactical Data
Distribution
Sub-system

Combat
Radio
Sub-system

Tactical
Trunk
Sub-system

Fixed / Strategic
Communications
Systems

Local Sub-system

Supported
systems

Command elements
Sensors
Weapons platforms
management

Information systems
Information services
Network

Figure 23. BCS-L conceptual systems architecture model
26

Information sourced from JP 2072 – Battlespace Communications System – Land, Project Brief (Phase 1).
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The function of each major conceptual BCS-L sub-system is as follows:
•

Combat radio – mobile infrastructure for voice and limited data
communications to support C2 of combat troops.

•

Tactical data distribution – high-capacity data communications to
support services such as situational awareness required for the C2 of
combat troops. This sub-system is of particular importance to AFOSS.

•

Tactical trunk – transportable infrastructure to support communications
between headquarters elements and other large-volume users.

•

Tactical airborne – range extension and additional capacity via airborne
communications platforms.

•

Local – interface to the user allowing connection to the full range of
communications functions.

5.3.4.2.3 Development and implementation
JP 2072 will implement the BCS-L using continuous improvement to leverage
technology so as to keep pace with increasing user demand and emerging strategic
guidance. Phase 1 will be implemented in the Army-in-Being timeframe, as
described in refer Section 3.2.4.2; follow-on phases are as follows:

5.3.4.3

•

Phase 2 (YOD 05/06) – will rollout BCS-L across ADF land forces based
largely on the architectural and doctrinal solutions delivered in Phase 1 but
with selective ‘refreshing’ of technology.

•

Phases 3 to 5 – will continue to expand BCS-L in support of Joint
operations. This may include the introduction of the real-time Tactical
Data Distribution Sub-system and the Tactical Airborne Sub-system.

Joint Tactical Information Exchange Environment27

5.3.4.3.1 Capability
In the Objective Force timeframe, the JTIEE will have been implemented across
all ADF operating environments. All ADF entities will draw situational awareness
information from a Commonly-Informed Operating Picture (CIOP). If the JTIEE
is implemented correctly, the land force commander will be able to prosecute
targets using the full range of sensor and shooter entities available
5.3.4.3.2 Architecture
The JTIEE is expected to be heavily based on Link 16 / JTIDS, which is currently
perceived as the key TADIL for the future, especially for coalition operations
involving the United States. A recent briefing paper for the Defence Capability
Investment Committee (DCIC) identifies ADF land-related capabilities that will
be, or should be, fitted with Link 16 / JTIDS as:
27

Refer draft Briefing Paper for DCIC on the Status and Plans for Developing Link 16 Across the ADF.
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•

UAVs being acquired under JP 129 and JP 2062 Global Hawk;

•

platforms to be acquired under Project AIR 6000 that could be used for
Offensive Air Support (OAS);

•

the ARH, which is being procured with the Eurogrid datalink; and

•

the Battlefield Command Support System (BCSS).

5.3.4.3.3 Development and implementation
To progress the JTIEE concept, the Knowledge Staff is currently preparing to
develop an OCD. This OCD is expected to address war fighter requirements in all
operational environments. DSTO participation in the OCD Integrated Project
Team (IPT) has already been recommended.
The following issues have been identified as particularly important in ensuring
that the JTIEE adequately supports OS:

5.3.4.4

•

Connectivity within the JTIEE must be provided across all three ADF
physical operating environments; providing connectivity between these
environments via other elements of the DIE is not appropriate, since these
other elements, such as the JCSE, are not optimised for real-time or near
real-time tactical information exchange. The OCD for BCSS specifically
states that support for real-time or near real-time tactical information
exchange is specifically out of scope for BCSS.

•

Limitations of the Army physical operating environment, particularly
complex terrain and large distances, may prevent use of line-of-sight
datalinks without some form of airborne or space-based relay. This makes
the use of Link 16 / JTIDS problematic unless a relay solution, such as the
BCS-L Tactical Airborne Sub-System (TASS) is provided.

•

The volume, mass and expense of current-generation datalink terminals,
especially those designed for Link 16, would appear to preclude their use
in an ADF land environment populated by a large number of relativelysmall (compared to a warship) mobile entities. Instead, solutions such as
the Raytheon Enhanced Position Location Reporting System (EPLRS)
used by the United States military may be more suitable, since EPLRS
terminals are available in sizes suitable for small vehicles and foot soldiers
and EPLRS has connectivity to JTIDS via a bridge.

Relationship between BCS-L and JTIEE
The relationship between the BCS-L and the JTIEE is currently unclear and there
is a potential overlap in role of the Tactical Data Distribution Sub-system of the
BCS-L and the JTIEE.
Shown in Figure 24 is an interpretation of how the application and
communications ‘layers’ of might DIE interact. The JTIEE is a component of the
application layer, but also connects entities together, probably through datalinks,
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hence it extends ‘down’ towards the communications layer. The BCS-L, however,
operates purely within the communications layer.
DMSE

SEA 1442
BCS (Sea)

IIE

JCSE

Fixed
networks

Other

JP 2072
BCS (Land)

JTIEE

TADIL
(Link 16 & IBS et al)

Figure 24. Possible DIE application & communications layer relationship

5.3.5 Navigation entities
5.3.5.1

GPS and INS position location
GPS is likely to remain the single-most important navigational entity for OS in the
Objective Force timeframe, although the European Galileo may play a role. Due
to the vulnerability of satellite positioning systems to jamming, spoofing and
terrain masking, gyroscope-based INS will likely complement GPS in many
applications, particularly where robust and highly-accurate position and
orientation information is required.
Virtually all ADF land battlespace entities are expected to be equipped with GPS
and/or INS in the Objective Force timeframe. Individual soldiers may wear GPS
receivers integrated into personal communication systems as proposed by
WUNDURRA. Major platforms will be equipped with GPS / INS.

5.3.5.2

Geospatial information
In the Objective Force timeframe, the provision of accurate, commonly-baselined
geospatial information to the ADF will become essential. Only through
commonly-baselined geospatial information can a CIOP be fully realised.
Defence currently has a number of geospatial information projects underway
including JP 42, JP 2064 and SEA 1430. These projects, and others, will improve
ADF capability to produce and disseminate geospatial information. Of particular
note is JP 42 Phase 2B, which will field a deployable geomatic support capability.
All OS entities that will participate in the CIOP must be able to make use of
standard and authorised geospatial information products produced by Defence
geospatial agencies. These standards are defined in DI(G) OPS 20-3 – Digital
Geographic Information Exchange Standards and Data Product Standards.
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5.3.6 Identification entities
With ‘fratricide’ a significant concern in all military operations, particularly
coalition operations, there is an imperative across the Western World to develop
and implement IFF-like capabilities in the land environment.
At this time, the ADF apparently has no plans for such a capability; however, this
is expected to change within the Objective Force timeframe, especially if the lack
of IFF-type capability proves an impediment to OS process improvements.

5.3.7 Sustainment entities
5.3.7.1

Overview of changes
Whereas coordination of CSS for replenishment and maintenance of OS entities is
now done almost entirely manually, Objective Force CSS will be heavily
automated and integrated to improve responsiveness and efficiency:
•

Consumable and ammunition levels down to platform level will be
automatically monitored and, as necessary, resupply action initiated.

•

The technical condition equipment will also be automatically monitored
and, as necessary, maintenance action initiated. This is particularly
important to the management of barrels and related parts in IFWS.
Depending on the sophistication of platform sensors, barrel wear may be
calculated based on firing conditions as well as rounds fired, thus offering
the opportunity to reduce the cost of fleet management through reduction
in the incidence of early barrel changes.

•

The availability of OS entity logistics status information as part of the
CIOP will permit much more sophisticated planning, both deliberate and
immediate, and anticipation of CSS requirements.

This automation and integration of CSS is one of the key enablers for the
realisation of flexibility and responsiveness in the Objective Force OS BOS. For
example, there is little point in acquiring highly-mobile OS shooters capable of
single-vehicle ‘shoot and scoot’ operations if the CSS BOS is unable to rapidly
respond to replenishment and maintenance needs.
5.3.7.2

Related logistics improvement projects
There are currently a number of projects being scoped by Defence that will
improve battlefield logistics:
•

JP 2077 – Improvements to Defence Logistics Information Systems

•

JP 2080 – Defence Management Support Environment (DMSE)

•

JP 126 – Joint Theatre Distribution (JTD)
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To realise the CSS vision for OS set out above, future OS logistics requirements
must be flowed through to these projects. Chief amongst these requirements is
ability to share OS logistics information with the CSS BOS.

5.3.8 Node connectivity
Serial

Sensor entities
(Data-capable)

C2 entities
Regt CP / JOSCC

Bty CP / JOSCC

Independent FO

Voice by CNR?
JTIEE

Not applicable

1.

Augmented FO

Voice by CNR
JTIEE

2.

AN/TPQ-36 WLR

Voice by CNR
JTIEE

3.

AMSTAR GSR

Voice by CNR
JTIEE

4.

TSS Type 3

Voice by CNR
JTIEE

5.

NFE

Voice by CNR?
JTIEE?

6.

PSE

Voice by CNR?
JTIEE?

7.

Leopard Tank TS

Voice by CNR?
JTIEE?

8.

UGS

Voice by CNR?
JTIEE

9.

ASLAV-S

Voice by CNR
JTIEE & BCSS

10.

ARH

11.

SCS

12.

Tactical EW (ES)

13.

Voice by CNR
JTIEE & Eurogrid

Possibly collocated

Voice by CNR?
JTIEE?

Voice by CNR
JTIEE & Eurogrid
Voice by CNR
JTIEE

Voice by CNR
JTIEE

Voice by CNR
JTIEE

AEW&C

Link 16

Link 16?

14.

New met capability

JTIEE

JTIEE

15.

Global Hawk

JTIEE

JTIEE (maybe)

Dedicated link

16.

TUAV

JTIEE

JTIEE (maybe)

Dedicated link

17.

Micro Air Vehicle

Dedicated link

Table 4. Objective Force sensor-to-C2 connectivity description (OV-2)

Table 4 and Table 5 show predicted OS node connectivity in the Objective Force
timeframe based on the assumption that a suitable digital TIE environment is
implemented within the next decade or so. The description of OS-related
communications entities clearly shows that a suitable communications
environment will exist to support a TIE environment; however, whether the TIE
environment is implemented is entirely dependent on Defence capability
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development efforts over the next half-decade. If done properly, the Army will,
finally, be able to capitalise on heavy investment in digital systems.

Serial

C2 entities
Regt CP / JOSCC

Bty CP / JOSCC

Shooter entities
Independent FO

(Data-capable)

1.

Voice by CNR
JTIEE via SCS

81 mm mortar

2.

Nil

3.

Voice by CNR
JTIEE

4.

Voice by CNR
JTIEE & Eurogrid

5.

Voice by CNR
JTIEE via SCS

6.

Voice by CNR
JTIEE

7.

Voice by CNR
JTIEE

8.

Voice by CNR
JTIEE
via AEW&C?

Voice by CNR
JTIEE
via AEW&C?

AIR 6000 capability

9.

Voice by CNR
JTIEE

Voice by CNR
JTIEE

SEA 4000 capability

10.

Voice by CNR

Voice by CNR
JTIEE

17/18 capability
LAMS
Voice by CNR
JTIEE & Eurogrid

ARH
DFGW

Voice by CNR
JTIEE

Leopard MBT
Tactical EW (EA)

ANZAC Frigate

Table 5. Objective Force C2-to-shooter connectivity description (OV-2)

5.3.9 Personnel numbers
The number of personnel involved in OS will reduce significantly in the Objective
Force timeframe due to:
•

increased automation of laying and ammunition loading of shooter
platforms,

•

removal of most non-decision-making staff in the command cycle due to
the automation of communications, and

•

the elimination of re-key of target or platform information between
communications or information systems.
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5.4

FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

5.4.1 ‘Maintain OS SA’ function
In the Objective Force timeframe, the facilitation of situational awareness in the
minds of commanders, planners and soldiers will be through a single, Joint, CIOP.
Each person will ‘view’ (by some means) information from a common ‘pool’.
Views will be tailored to suit the role of the ‘viewer’; for example, the Bde
commander will be provided with a high-level view of all activities and
dispositions … but will be able to ‘drill down’ as necessary. Conversely, those
involved in specific tasks, such as OS, will be provided with views suited to
planning OS activities.
The information in the common ‘pool’ will be updated as rapidly as is permitted
by human processing of available information. Assuming that some form of
database distribution will be required to reliably make ‘pool’ available across the
battlespace, replication will ensure that all views are based on the same
information.

5.4.2 ‘Plan OS (‘decide’)’ function
The deliberate planning of OS will undergo major changes in the Objective Force
timeframe such that much of the manually-intensive calculation and checking
work will be eliminated. Where judgement is required in planning, intelligent
agents will assist planners in making timely but well-informed decisions.
The availability of the CIOP will facilitate collaborative planning, both within
BOS and between BOS. The CIOP will also assist in integrating non-traditional
OS ‘weapons’, such as PSYOPS, into OS plans.
A weakness in the current MAP, the lack of sophistication in assessment of
competing COAs; that is ‘war-gaming’, will be reduced through the use of highfidelity, theatre-wide simulation and intelligent agents. Better situational
awareness of enemy disposition, and improved availability of knowledge about
enemy capabilities and intentions, will increase the realism of war-gaming within
the MAP. Also, the speed at which COAs can be evaluated will also increase, thus
permitting exploration of a wider range of alternatives.

5.4.3 ‘Issue OS orders’ function
Issuance of orders will likely not change significantly beyond what BCSS now
offers; however, the systems over which orders are carried will support:
•

confidentiality such that only intended recipients can read orders;

•

guaranteed delivery, or notification if orders cannot be delivered;

•

guaranteed integrity of delivered orders, particularly for numerical,
temporal or geospatial elements;
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•

authentication of the issuer of orders to prevent ‘spoofing’; and

•

non-repudiation such that recipient of orders cannot be denied.

5.4.4 ‘Manage OS execution’ function
Aside from planning, the most significant change in the function of the OS BOS
will be in management of execution; that is, the operation of the ‘detect – deliver
– assess’ cycle:
•

The ability to self-survey using GPS and INS and self-lay using on-board
ballistic computers will allow shooter platforms to operate either as part of
a group or alone, although platform protection may become problematic if
operating alone.

•

The ability of platforms to self-survey and self-lay will see CPs gradually
shift role from that of a FPC to a FDC that simply coordinates and
prioritises missions (targets) for shooter platforms. Commanders of
shooter entities may well be presented with a prioritised ‘menu’ of prequalified targets that are within the engagement range of the shooter. The
shooter commander then selects which target to engage, perhaps on the
basis of the suggested priority or not, depending on his or her judgement.
BDA is triggered when the shooter automatically reports that a given
target has been engaged.

•

Due to organisational conservatism, there may well be a transition period
during which ballistic calculations are performed both at the CP and at the
platform and then compared before permission to engage a target is given.

•

The FDC concept, combined with the self-contained operations by shooter
platforms, will facilitate Cooperative Engagement Capability (CEC)
where a number of, possibly dissimilar, shooter platforms coordinate to
engage a target or group of targets. Depending on the architecture of C2
systems and doctrine, CEC across different environments might be
feasible; for example, coordinating Arty with NGS, OAS, PSYOPS and/or
EA to achieve a desired effect.

•

Depending on ROE and doctrine, direct sensor-to-shooter engagements,
still involving humans at the sensor and / or shooter, might be feasible.
This might become a primary capability or a fallback if the associated CP
becomes unavailable for some reason.

•

The increased use of longer-range, higher-precision (perhaps terminallyguided) ammunition, which is considerably more expensive than
contemporary ammunition, will drive a need to consume less ammunition
through first round fire-for-effect and more accurate and timely BDA.
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5.5

TEMPORAL CHARACTERISTICS
Temporal implications of the expected changes to the Army OS capability in the
Objective Force timeframe are as follows:
•

Rapid communication of target information to CPs, and the ability to
instantly determine air and land clearance from a COIP, will sharply
decrease the time required to execute the targeting cycle.

•

The sharply decreased time required to execute the targeting cycle will
facilitate the engagement of mobile targets, perhaps even while such
targets are actually moving. This has, apparently, been recently
demonstrated by the United States military in Afghanistan.

•

The ability of platforms to rapidly self-survey and self-lay will permit
‘shoot and scoot’ tactics. Eventually, target engagement whilst on the
move might become practicable.

•

Depending on the counter-battery capability of enemy forces, ‘shoot and
scoot’ tactics may become a necessity for platform survival.

•

If ‘shoot and scoot’ becomes a necessary tactic then only a small number
of rounds can be fired before having to relocate. This will make each
round more important and suggests that first round fire-for-effect will
become a necessity.

•

Infantry close support tasks against a sophisticated enemy pose a particular
difficulty for OS: fire round fire-for-effect may become a necessity for
shooter platform survival … but may result in fratricide due to targeting
errors or variations in ballistic performance of the IFWS. Resolution of
this difficulty will require establishing appropriate first-round accuracy of
the IFWS and imbuing of sufficient confidence amongst infantry soldiers
in this accuracy.
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6

AFOSS NEEDS

6.1

INTRODUCTION
This section of the report is intended to scope the basis of needs for the AFOSS
and, by extension, the JTIEE, by identifying the:
•

JTIEE and AFOSS system boundaries;

•

‘internal needs’ imposed on AFOSS by OS entities and processes; and

•

‘external needs’ imposed on AFOSS by other DIE elements.

Note that this scoping of needs does not extend to proposing a solution, only to
identifying the needs that such a solution must satisfy.

6.2

SYSTEM BOUNDARIES

6.2.1 JTIEE system boundary
The JTIEE comprises all ADF combat systems, sensors, weapons platforms and
related entities that are digitally-enabled and thus potentially capable of
participating in automated exchange of tactical information; hence, the JTIEE is a
necessarily complex element of the DIE.

DFAT

Customs
Coastwatch

DofA

Other
Depts

Financial
Systems
US
Systems

CIE Interface

Spec Ops Apps

Maritime Apps

Land Apps

Materiel
Systems

Air Apps

DMSE Interface

Personnel
Systems

Joint Apps

National Agency Interface

NZ
Systems

Other
Nations

Joint Command Support Environment
IIE Interface

JTIEE Interface
Surveillance

Joint
Intelligence
Support
Environment

Strategic
Surveillance
& Recce
Information

Recce
Combat
Systems
Tailored Effects

Figure 25. JTIEE context within DIE
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Figure 25 is a JCSE-centric view of a future DIE ‘application layer’ in which the
proposed JTIEE is the aggregation of combat data systems, sensors and shooters.
Note that the individual command support systems within the JCSE have been
replaced with role-specific applications operating on a common technology base.
The JTIEE system boundary, as defined by the required external interfaces, will
be more complex than implied in Figure 25 for two reasons:
•

The elements of the DIE ‘application layer’ are ‘environments’ containing
systems and that the systems within a given DIE environment are not
necessarily connected to each other. For example, warship combat data
systems within the JTIEE may be connected to the Maritime Command
Support System (MCSS) but not to land-based JTIEE systems.

•

There is a need for some JTIEE elements, including AFOSS, to
communicate directly with other DIE environments besides the JCSE; in
particular, to the materiel systems within the DMSE and the strategic
surveillance and reconnaissance information within the IIE.

Consequently, the JTIEE system boundary is, perhaps, more fully represented by
the combination of Figure 25 and Figure 26, the latter emphasising that combat
systems may not be inter-connected but may be connected to other DIE systems.

Other DIE
systems

Spec Ops
TIE entities

Other DIE
systems

Air TIE entities

JTIEE
Maritime
TIE entities

Land
TIE entities

Other DIE
systems

Other DIE
systems
Figure 26. Connection of JTIEE entities to other DIE systems
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6.2.2 AFOSS system boundary
The components of the AFOSS are defined to be all OS-related combat systems,
sensors, weapons platforms and related entities as identified in Section 2.3.1 that
are (or will be) digitally-enabled and thus potentially-capable of participating in
automated exchange of tactical information. This definition implies that the
AFOSS extends beyond the land environment to include both OAS and NGS
entities.
To achieve the integration of non-organic entities into the future OS capability,
AFOSS will require interfaces with:

6.3

•

other potential land environment TIE entities, such as those supporting
Ground-Based Air Defence (GBAD) and armoured manoeuvre platforms;

•

materiel and intelligence systems that support the OS process;

•

the JCSE through the Battlefield Command Support System (BCSS); and

•

possibly, coalition TIE entities.

INTERNAL NEEDS

6.3.1 Support for OS functions
6.3.1.1

‘Conduct OS’ function
The prime AFOSS need is that it must support effective and efficient execution of
the ‘decide – detect – deliver – assess’ methodology embodied in the ‘Conduct
OS’ function as defined at Section 2.4 and as implemented as described at Section
5.4.
Note that the division of OS support functions between AFOSS and BCSS is
presently unclear and requires further analysis and discussion with the Knowledge
Staff.

6.3.1.2

‘Maintain OS SA’ function
The AFOSS must provide time-critical OS-specific SA information to systems
users, particularly relating to:
•

weather,

•

white (neutral) status.

•

Blue force status and capability, and

•

Red force status and capability.

Other OS-relevant information, such as ROE and geospatial (terrain) data, will be
provided by BCSS, but must, ideally, be fused into a CIOP, either for display on
BCSS, AFOSS or both.
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6.3.1.3

‘Plan OS (‘decide’)’ function
The ‘Plan OS (‘decide’)’ function defines the deliberate planning process for OS
and is thus primarily the province of BCSS; however, AFOSS must support the
creation of the standard OS planning products identified in Figure 10. Aspects of
the planning process particularly amenable to automated support include:

6.3.1.4

•

prioritisation of targets for high-value or high-payoff against the
commander’s scheme of manoeuvre;

•

weapon-to-target pairing for optimal results; and

•

matching of available munitions and platforms to engage the target at the
most opportune time to achieve the desired level of effect.

‘Issue OS orders’ function
AFOSS must support the rapid issuance of accurate and authorised orders and
instructions. Whilst voice communications might still be used to initiate execution
of orders, there should be no manual re-key of any information that exists in
digital form.

6.3.1.5

‘Manage OS execution’ function
The ‘Manage OS execution’ function is represents the continuous application of
the immediate ‘detect – deliver – assess’ methodology. AFOSS must support the
rapid execution of this function within the ROE and other constraints. The greatest
‘payoff’ in an investment in AFOSS is likely to come from support of the
‘Manage OS execution’ function.

6.3.2 Integration of OS entities
All digitally-enabled OS entities identified in Section 5.3 must be integrated into
the AFOSS architecture, either directly or, for those entities ‘belonging’ to other
BOS or the air or maritime environments, through other elements of the DIE.

6.3.3 ‘Plan in data, fight in voice’
The C2 cycle relies upon the chain of command to effectively execute the
commander’s intent. The chain of command is based on a hierarchical
architecture and represents the most effective means for the communication of
voice-based information. Voice has long been the preferred means of
communications in the battlespace and will continue into the foreseeable future.
No other means of communication can:
•

convey the imperative of the situation,

•

carry the personality of the speaker, and

•

allow for conversational interchange that is interactive and immediate.
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Consequently, the AFOSS architecture must permit the retention of voice as the
primary means of C2 when actually fighting; that is, AFOSS must never be
allowed to monopolise the communications infrastructure.

6.3.4 Personnel needs
As noted previously, the likely ease of communications and access to information
for OS commanders and staffs in the Objective Force timeframe affords the
opportunity for a significant improvement in how OS is conducted in the ADF.
However, these same factors also give rise to a number of potential problems that
have already arisen in ADF and coalition operations over the past decade:
•

The sheer quantity of information potentially available may lead to
‘information overload’ and consequent ‘decision paralysis’ or poor
judgement.

•

Direct access to ‘raw’ information may lead to commanders circumventing
formal intelligence analysis mechanism, becoming their own intelligence
analysts and then making poorly-informed decisions.

•

A technical capability for senior commanders to communicate directly
with junior personnel may lead to ‘micro-management’ of operations and a
subverting of the chain-of-command.

•

Increasing use of automated support may lead to a decline in the
proficiency of staff in conducting OS activities manually.

The successful implementation of AFOSS will require careful study of human
factors issues to avoid these, and other, problems arising in future. In particular:
•

Human / Machine Interfaces (HMI) must be carefully designed to avoid
commanders and staffs becoming overloaded with information;

•

associated business practices and training must emphasise commanders
and planners being able to operate successfully in an ‘information rich’
environment;

•

artificial barriers to commanders and planners accessing ‘raw’ information
may be necessary to ensure that analysed intelligence product is used as
the basis of decision-making; and

•

business practices must support the maintenance of the skills necessary to
conduct OS without automated support.

6.3.5 Security
AFOSS must implement the five fundamental tenets of information security to a
level commensurate with the assessed threat:
•

Confidentiality – All information passing through, from or to the AFOSS
must be afforded appropriate protection against being understood by
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unauthorised parties. Due to the time-critical nature of AFOSS-related
information, balancing the level of protection provided against the timevalue of the information may be appropriate; however, AFOSS must also
be protected against technical intelligence exploitation.
•

Availability – AFOSS services must remain sufficiently available to meet
minimum mission requirements and must therefore be resistant to failure
and to attack at a level commensurate with the assessed threat.

•

Integrity – The fidelity of information processed by AFOSS must be
maintained. This is particularly important for safety-critical information
such as targeting data and ballistic calculations. Satisfying this need may
require strategies such a cross-checking of calculations and development
of software to applicable safety-critical software standards.

•

Authenticity – AFOSS users must be confident that information provided
by AFOSS is authentic; that is, orders and instructions have been
authorised and CIOP information has not been altered to represents a false
picture of the battlespace. Satisfying this need may require technologybased solutions such as biometrics or ‘smart cards’; alternatively, voice
recognition may be retained as the primary means of authenticating orders
and instructions.

•

Non-repudiation – AFOSS must prevent either the origination or receipt
of orders or instructions being repudiated by OS-related personnel. Again,
both technology-based and manual solutions may be acceptable.

6.3.6 Graceful degradation
The vulnerability of electronic systems to failure and attack, even those designed
to be resistant and resilient, demands that the Army OS process must be able to
operate at a minimum acceptable level of capability without some or all of
AFOSS. This need imposes a requirement that AFOSS must support a ‘graceful
degradation’ back to a completely manual process.

6.4

EXTERNAL NEEDS

6.4.1 Other TIE systems
Section 6.2.2 notes a potential requirement for AFOSS to exchange information
with other TIE systems within the JTIEE, such as those supporting Ground-Based
Air Defence (GBAD) and armoured manoeuvre platforms. This requirement is
derived from the potential need to:
•

share sensors and sensor-specific communications architectures; and

•

employ assets not organic to OS, such an MBT to provide indirect fire.

This need for AFOSS to be able to exchange information with other TIE systems
implies that suitable protocols and gateways will be needed between systems.
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6.4.2 Joint Command Support Environment
The JCSE is involved in the OS process through BCSS participation in the higherlevel, deliberate planning function and in the provision of a CIOP across the
battlespace. This involvement imposes the following potential needs on the
AFOSS:
•

AFOSS must be able to provide relevant and timely information, in
appropriate formats, to BCSS in support of JCSE-centric planning
processes, such as the manoeuvre commander’s MAP.

•

AFOSS must be able to provide relevant and timely information, in
appropriate formats, in support of the (probably) JCSE-centric CIOP.

•

AFOSS must be able to accept information from the JCSE, in appropriate
formats, in support of orders and instructions issued to OS force elements.

To satisfy these potential needs, the Knowledge Staff is proposing the land
battlespace C2 systems architecture shown in Figure 27. This architecture
indicates that BCSS will probably interface with BOS-specific combat data
systems, including AFOSS, at the Bty / Coy level and, critically, that these
combat data systems will directly interface with each other via the JTIEE.
LAND 75 – BATTLEFIELD COMMAND SUPPORT SYSTEM
System Interface Description (SV-1)
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Figure 27. BCSS system interface description (SV-1)

The standard messaging format for BCSS and the rest of the JCSE is the ADF
Formatted Message System (ADFORMS). The use of the Land Command and
Control Information Exchange Data Model (LC2IEDM) is currently being
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investigated by the Knowledge Staff, initially for the Land Environment, but
potentially for the Joint Environment, subject to NATO decisions on this issue.

6.4.3 Defence Management Support Environment
Section 6.2.1 notes that direct access to the materiel systems within the DMSE
may be required by JTIEE systems, including AFOSS, to support responsive
sustainment of OS entities as described in Section 5. Alternatively, access to the
DMSE may be provided through the JCSE. Regardless, these needs remain.
The DMSE is likely to require information from AFOSS about physical OS entity
logistics status, including ammunition load and POL levels. Ensuring that the
format of this information is acceptable to the DMSE is likely to be a significant
AFOSS development issue since those entities able to automatically provide
logistics status information may use proprietary or foreign military data formats.

6.4.4 Intelligence Information Environment
Section 6.2.1 also notes that strategic surveillance and reconnaissance information
available from within the IIE may be useful to the OS process, particularly for
initial target detection (but probably not identification) and BDA. This implies a
requirement for the AFOSS to be able to receive and request such information.
Unlike other exchanges of information across the AFOSS system boundary,
which will mostly be low-volume structured messages readable by both machine
and human being, information draw from the IIE is more likely to be of a highvolume, complex, graphical nature, possibly ‘readable’ only by human operators.
This information may be in a ‘raw’, unprocessed state, or may have already been
processed by ISR staff to enhance the information content.

6.4.5 Army Synthetic Environment
The Army Synthetic Environment (ASE) is currently being implemented as a
means of enabling simulation-based individual and collective training and
exercises. The ASE is not a capability system in itself, but an architecture with
which applicable ADF capability systems must comply.
Project LAND 134 – Combat Training Centre – Live Instrumentation System
(CTC-LIS) is intended to collectively-train combat forces and to conduct combat
readiness evaluation and testing.
Since most Australian Army formations that utilise the CTC will, in future,
probably, fight with AFOSS as an integral capability, some form of integration or
interfacing is appropriate to permit:
•

transfer of exercise information from CTC-LIS to AFOSS for use by
forces undergoing training or evaluation; and

•

transfer of performance information from AFOSS to CTC-LIS to assist
Directing Staff.
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The CTC-LIS is compliant with the ASE architecture; hence, AFOSS must
comply with ASE requirements to facilitate interfacing with CTC-LIS.

6.5

SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS SOURCES
Internal and external sources of requirements imposed on the AFOSS are shown
in Figure 28. Development and maintenance of an AFOSS requirements baseline
will require establishment of relationships with Defence authorities responsible
for capability development of these requirements sources. Implementation of the
Defence Architecture Framework (DAF) will assist this.

JCSE

OS processes

DMSE

AFOSS
OS entities

Army OS sensor and
weapon systems

TIE systems

IIE

ASE

Figure 28. AFOSS requirements sources
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7

COMMUNICATIONS ARCHITECTURE NEEDS

7.1

INTRODUCTION
This section of the report is intended to scope the basis of needs for the
communications architecture to support AFOSS. Again, this scoping of needs
does not extend to proposing a solution architecture, only to identifying the needs
that such an architecture must satisfy.

7.2

RELATIONSHIP OF AFOSS TO COMMUNICATIONS ARCHITECTURE
Under the DIE concept, the AFOSS is a component of the DIE ‘application layer’
that depends on the DIE ‘communications layer’ to transfer information amongst
geographically-dispersed AFOSS entities and to other DIE ‘application layer’
systems. This relationship is shown in Figure 29 where AFOSS is a component of
the JTIEE and the ‘communications layer’ is comprised of future capabilities such
as BCS-L.

DMSE

SEA 1442
BCS (Sea)

IIE

JCSE

Fixed
networks

Other

JP 2072
BCS (Land)

JTIEE

TADIL
(Link 16 & IBS et al)

Figure 29. DIE application and communications layer relationship

7.3

CONNECTIVITY NEEDS
Based on the need for OS entity integration into the AFOSS identified at Section
6.3.2, and the external interface needs identified at Section 6.4, the system
connectivity needs of the AFOSS are summarised in Table 6.
Note that the identified information capacity needs are, as per Section 2.3.5, far
less than the capacity needs of raw sensors due to the need for human
interpretation of raw sensor data. However, there may be a need to provide
specific high-capacity links to support sensor apertures and operators that are not
physically co-located, examples being Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) or a
dispersed array of Unattended Ground Sensors (UGS) connected to a remotelylocated observation post.
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Serial
1.

Connection
C2 to sensor

Capacity
Structured message

Latency
RT / NRT

Raw sensor signal
2.

C2 to shooter

Structured message

RT / NRT

3.

Between other OS entities
such as sustainment or
identification

Structured message

Slower than
RT / NRT

4.

To & from other TIE systems
within the JTIEE

Structured message

RT / NRT

5.

To & from JCSE

Structured message

Slower than
RT / NRT

6.

To & from DMSE

Structured message

Slower than
RT / NRT

7.

To & from IIE

Structured message

Slower than
RT / NRT

Processed imagery
8.

To & from ASE / CTC-LIS

Structured message

Possibly
RT / NRT

Table 6. AFOSS connectivity needs (SV-6)

7.4

CONNECTIVITY CONSTRAINTS

7.4.1 Range
The extended range at which future IFWS may operate (up to 60 km) means that
sensor entities will need to operate well forward yet still maintain communications
links as per Table 6. Furthermore, the conclusion of the IFWS CED that STAR
range must ‘overmatch’ weapons range implies that there may be a need to
provide communications to sensor entities located well beyond 60 km forward.

7.4.2 Terrain
The DIE ‘communications layer’ must support AFOSS employment in the MOLE
and MOUT operations that the ADF expects to undertake in the Objective Force
timeframe. The complex terrain of MOLE may prevent use of line-of-sight
communications links without some form of airborne or space-based relay.

7.4.3 Weather
The DIE ‘communications layer’ must support AFOSS employment in all weather
conditions, noting the ability of modern military systems to operate in all weather
conditions, albeit in a degraded manner in some cases, such as EO sensors.

7.4.4 Security
In order for the AFOSS to satisfy the information security requirements of Section
6.3.5, the DIE communications layer must also support the five tenets of security.
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How responsibility for providing security will be shared between AFOSS and the
DIE communications layer is not yet clear and may depend on the security needs
of other communications layer ‘customer’ systems; that is:

7.5

•

if a particular security attribute is required by several customer systems,
then that attribute is likely to be implemented in the communications
layer; otherwise

•

a customer system requiring a unique security attribute may be required to
implement that attribute within the system itself.

IDENTIFIED COMMUNICATIONS ARCHITECTURE DEFICIENCIES
The two most important elements of the DIE communications layer to AFOSS are
BCS-L and the forecast ADF TADIL capability within the JTIEE. Together, these
capabilities will provide a range of data-oriented services to battlefield users.
However, to ensure that the DIE communications layer does meet the needs of
AFOSS, and other JTIEE systems, substantial capability development work
remains to be done:
•

The Tactical Data Distribution Sub-system identified as a key component
of the BCS-L, as per Figure 23, will probably not be implemented until the
end of the decade.

•

There is currently no clearly-stated requirement for the Tactical Data
Distribution Sub-system.

•

Use of TADIL in the ADF land environment is currently non-existent and
only recently has effort been applied to develop the JTIEE concept.

To rectify this situation, AFOSS communications requirements should be
considered when planning the implementation of the BCS-L and when developing
the OCD for the JTIEE.
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8

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1

CONCLUSIONS

8.1.1 Army-in-Being OS capability
The Army-in-Being OS capability is characterised by old-technology IFWS
employed within a manually-intensive environment where voice radio remains the
primary means of communication. OS-related systems being introduced into
service over the next few years will be digital data-capable; however, in the
absence of an integrated C4 architecture, they will still pass information by voice
radio.
The use of manual processes and voice communications makes OS labourintensive, slow and vulnerable to counter-battery fire. Furthermore, the lack of
integration of non-organic sensors and shooters into the extant OS capability
compromises flexibility, particularly in the MOLE-based operations predicted to
become more prevalent over the coming decade.

8.1.2 Influences on the future of OS
A range of new technologies and concepts, both military-specific and from
commercial industry, will present both opportunities and risks for the ADF:
Opportunities because the ADF can harness the new technologies and concepts to
become more effective at OS, but risks because the improvements are potentially
available to all; that is, the ADF could well find itself facing highly-capable
adversaries who have successfully exploited the new technologies and concepts.
To successfully harness the opportunities created by the new technologies and
concepts, Defence must embark on a focused program of development,
underpinned by experimentation, within a ‘system of systems’ capability
framework.
Some of the current problems with OS are, to an extent, recognised by ADHQ as
part of a larger problem in the management of battlespace information. The
development of the JCSE and JTIEE represents ADHQ efforts to improve
information management.
In the near term, ad hoc OS development efforts, such as the IDFDN trial being
conducted at 8/12 Mdm Regt in Darwin, provide the opportunity for early
experimentation with future OS concepts, not only because funds have already
been expended on trial equipment, but, far more importantly, because the endusers have recognised the potential for improvement.

8.1.3 OS In the Objective Force timeframe
OS in the Objective Force timeframe will operate in essentially the same manner
as the extant capability in that Forward Observers located with supported
manoeuvre units and other sensors will provide information to CPs that will direct
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shooters to engage targets. Driven by the need for high-fidelity target
identification, human decision-makers will remain in the ‘detect-deliver-assess’
process thus precluding true, real-time sensor-to-shooter engagement of targets in
all but a few circumstances.
However, assuming that the opportunities for change are grasped, automation and
connectivity will transform the conduct of OS, particularly in planning and
facilitation of situational awareness and the provision of responsive and flexible
logistics support. Consequently, the decision cycle will be faster and all OS
entities will be more autonomous.
Freed of the need to ‘micro-manage’ individual entities, the JOSCC will broaden
focus beyond IFWS to become a true effects-based planning organisation with a
wide range of lethal and non-lethal engagement options available to it, including
cooperative engagement of targets. Consequently, the ability of the OS BOS to
respond more rapidly and effectively to changing circumstances will enhance the
commander’s freedom of action.

8.1.4 AFOSS structured battlespace information environment
To realise the vision for a much more effective and efficient OS capability,
improvements in C4 must match those in the physical sensor, shooter and other
entities. The Army Future Offensive Support System (AFOSS) is intended to be a
structured information environment that integrates OS entities to achieve this aim.
The prime AFOSS need is that it must support effective and efficient execution of
the ‘decide – detect – deliver – assess’ methodology. To implement the flexible
effects-based JOSCC concept, AFOSS will require interfaces with other elements
of the DIE, including land environment TIE entities, materiel and intelligence
systems, the JCSE and, possibly, coalition TIE entities.

8.1.5 Communications architecture needs
To implement the AFOSS concept, the DIE ‘communications layer’ must be
designed to adequately support the identified connectivity needs, both within
AFOSS and to other DIE ‘application layer’ systems. Human or machinegenerated structured messages will form bulk of traffic, not raw sensor ‘take’,
hence high-capacity links will not generally be required; however, AFOSS will
impose stringent MQOS requirements on land battlespace communications.
To ensure that the needed communications services are provided, communications
architecture development efforts, principally JP 2072 and the newly-created
JTIEE, must be cognizant of AFOSS requirements.
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8.2

RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the conclusions above, AEROSPACE CONCEPTS PTY LTD recommends the
following to progress the AFOSS concept:
1. Develop a plan to evolve from the Army-in-Being OS capability to the
desired future OS capability.
2. Develop a plan to coordinate OS-related DSTO research with the major
and minor capital project acquisition schedules to facilitate more informed
decision-making by ADHQ and DMO staff.
3. Actively participate in related capability development activities,
particularly the Integrated Project Teams (IPT) for the TIEE OCD and
IFWS CED / OCD.
4. Initiate early experimentation and demonstration of AFOSS concepts,
noting that the IDFDN trial underway at 8/12 Mdm Regt offers an
excellent opportunity for low-cost, near-term experimentation.
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9

APPENDIX – IDENTIFIED STAKEHOLDERS
Entities within the Australian Defence Organisation identified as having a
potential interest in the OS BOS and AFOSS are listed in Table 7. Industry
stakeholders are also listed.

Serial

Stakeholder

Interest

ADHQ Aerospace Development Branch (DGAD)
1.

LTCOL Brett Greenland
DD, Army Aviation

Responsible for battlefield aviation, including
setting requirements for the ARH.

brett.greenland@defence.gov.au
2.

MAJ Charlie Barton
Desk Officer, JP129

Responsible for JP129 (Tactical UAV)
requirements.

eamon.barton@defence.gov.au
ADHQ Knowledge Staff (KS)
3.

MAJ Simon Buckpitt
Desk Officer, Geospatial Projects

Responsible for ADF geospatial projects.

simon.buckpitt@defence.gov.au
4.

Mr Ewart Challis
Director, Knowledge Interoperability
Planning

Responsible for managing coalition partner
interoperability requirements.

ewart.challis@defence.gov.au
5.

MAJ Stu Cramb
Desk officer, JP 2072

Responsible for JP 2072 Phase 2 onwards.

stuart.cramb@defence.gov.au
6.

LTCOL Martin Faulkner
DD, JCSE

Responsible for development of the JCSE.

martin.faulkner@defence.gov.au
7.

MAJ Warren Gould
Desk officer, JP 2072

Responsible for JP 2072 Phase 1.

warren.gould@defence.gov.au
8.

MAJ David Hay
SO2 Electronic Warfare
david.hay@defence.gov.au

9.

CMDR Mick Stewart
DD, Tactical Information Exchange
Environment

Desk officer for Project BUNYIP and responsible
for development of EW requirements. Assuming
that EA is, potentially, an OS asset, then need to
consider relationship between BUNYIP and
AFOSS.
TADIL coordinator in KS. TADIL is a significant
component of the Battlespace communications
architecture that will, potentially, support AFOSS.

mick.stewart1@defence.gov.au
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Serial
10.

Stakeholder
MAJ Michael Toohey
SO2 CSS Development (Land)

Interest
Development of BCSS requirements.

michael.toohey1@defence.gov.au
11.

CMDR Paddy Torrens
DD Mobile Communications

Responsible for setting communications
architecture requirements.

paddy.torrens@defence.gov.au
ADHQ Land Development Branch (DGLD)
12.

MAJ Ashley Colmer
SO STAR
ashley.colmer@defence.gov.au

13.

Mr Vic Demczuk
DSTO WSD support to LD Br

Surveillance, Target Acquisition and
Reconnaissance capability requirements for the
land environment.
Advise LD Br staff about influence of
technological change of land warfare.

vic.demczuk@defence.gov.au
14.

MAJ Bernard Edwards
SO Joint Theatre Distribution
bernard.edwards@defence.gov.au

15.

16.

MAJ Steve Hume
SO Air Defence

Combat Service Support requirements.
Potentially important in determining relationship
of AFOSS to the CSS BOS and field logistics
system.
Ground-based Air Defence requirements.

steve.hume@defence.gov.au

Potentially important in determining relationship
of AFOSS to the AD BOS.

MAJ Richard McDonagh
SO Offensive Support

Advice on capability requirements for OS
weapon systems.

richard.mcdonagh@defence.gov.au

LAND 5000 desk officer.

Army Headquarters (AHQ)
17.

MAJ Ian Spiers
Future Land Warfare Branch

Source of future OS requirements.

ian.spiers@defence.gov.au
18.

MAJ Paul Willis
Future Land Warfare Branch
paul.willis@defence.gov.au

Source of future OS requirements.
POC for The 2020 Objective Force Environment
paper

DMO Electronic Systems Division (ESD)
19.

LTCOL Greg Downing
Project Director, LAND 75 BCSS
greg.downing@defence.gov.au

Management of BCSS project. Source of
information about how BCSS will interact with
other land battlespace CIS systems.
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Serial

Stakeholder

Interest

DMO Land Engineering Agency (LEA)
20.

Mr Gary Lampard
Responsible for provision of advice on in-service
Program Manager, Communications communications equipment.
gary.lampard@defence.gov.au

21.

Mr Phil Waldron
Program Manager, Fire Support
Systems

Responsible for provision of advice on in-service
fire support weapons and associated equipment.

phillip.waldron@defence.gov.au
DMO Land Systems Division (LSD)
22.

Mr Ashley Murphy
LAND 135 Project Manager

Potential integration of the LAMS capability and
AFOSS.

ashley.murphy@defence.gov.au
23.

LTCOL Gary Potter
Program Manager, Armaments
Armaments Systems Program
Office (SPO)

Responsible for in-service management of IFWS
and minor and major capital IFWS projects.
De facto Project Director, LAND 17/18.

gary.potter1@defence.gov.au
DSTO Air Operations Division
24.

Mr Geoff Lawrie
Staff Officer Science
Airborne Early Warning & Control

Point-of-contact for DSTO support to Project AIR
5077 – Airborne Early Warning & Control.

geoff.lawrie@dsto.defence.gov.au
DSTO Communications Division
25.

Dr John Asenstorfer
Head Network Requirements

Responsible for oversighting DSTO support to
Project JP 2072.

john.asenstorfer@dsto.defence.gov.
au
26.

Mr Bill Blair
bill.blair@dsto.defence.gov.au

Responsible for coordinating DSTO support to
Project JP 2072. Duties currently being assumed
by Dr Perry Blackmore.
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Serial
27.

Stakeholder

Interest

Responsible for coordinating DSTO support to
Project JP 2072 as Task manager for DSTO
perry.blackmore@dsto.defence.gov.
Task JTW 02/098 – Land-Air Battlespace
au
Communications:

Dr Perry Blackmore

‘This task will provide support to a variety of tactical
Land and Air communications development and
acquisition projects including JP2072 and Land 125.
Communications requirements for sensor/shooter
architectures such as the Army Future Offensive
Support System (AFOSS) will be examined. A major
focus will be upon providing seamless user access to
a wide range of communication media and networks
with large variations in capacity and capability.
Aspects of satellite communications in the tactical
Land environment will be examined. Introductory work
into tactical Air communications will be performed with
analysis of opportunities for convergence of
architectural elements between Land and Air. There
will be a significant forward looking focus, addressing
aspects of ad hoc and autonomous networking in the
tactical environment.’

28.

Dr Peter Kerr

Research into satellite communications.

peter.kerr@dsto.defence.gov.au
29.

Peter Shoubridge
peter.shoubridge@dsto.defence.gov
.au

Investigating Military Quality of Service (MQOS)
issues.

DSTO Land Operations Division (LOD)
30.

LTCOL Jack Gregg
Military Adviser
jack.gregg@dsto.defence.gov.au

Provision of military advice to DSTO Task ARM
01/166 – Response Architectures for the Land
Force

Other military advisers:
greg.allen@defence.gov.au
ian.darcy@defence.gov.au
barry.ferris@defence.gov.au
brendon.sammut@defence.gov.au
wayne.goodman@defence.gov.au
nicholas.bolton@defence.gov.au
mick.gray@defence.gov.au
s_james@bigpond.net.au
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Serial
31.

Stakeholder
Dr Daphne Sands
Systems Design & Analysis
Discipline

Research into future C2 architectures as Task
Manager for DSTO Task ARM 01/166 –
Response Architectures for the Land Force:

daphne.sands@dsto.defence.gov.a
u

‘System of system options for a Land Response
capability operating in a Joint/coalition environment
will be developed and evaluated against chosen
scenarios, using a methodology which involves the
development of a system of systems concept
demonstrator and its immersion in a synthetic
environment.’

Team members:
philip.jacques@dsto.defence.gov.au
brendan.kirby@dsto.defence.gov.au
leanne.rees@dsto.defence.gov.au
alex.ryan@dsto.defence.gov.au
nikoleta.tomecko@dsto.defence.gov.au

32.

Dr Bob Seymour
bob.seymour@dsto.defence.gov.au
seymour18@chariot.net.au

33.

Interest

Other LOD stakeholders:

Research under the Information Management
and Dissemination Architecture (IMDA) task to:
•

demonstrate the feasibility of Objective Force
C2 concepts and in particular the CSE and
‘reach back’;

•

refine the reach back concept (in particular,
to examine functions and relationships of the
CSE, DTHQ and BGHQ); and

•

measure the effectiveness of the reach back
concept.

Various.

john.lorke@dsto.defence.gov.au
graham.schliebs@dsto.defence.gov.au
annemarie.grisogono@dsto.defence.gov.au
darryn.reid@dsto.defence.gov.au
wayne.philp@dsto.defence.gov.au
mark.unewisse@dsto.defence.gov.au
paul.gaertner@dsto.defence.gov.au
michael.bonner@dsto.defence.gov.au
neville.curtis@dsto.defence.gov.au

DSTO Weapons Systems Division (WSD)
34.

Mr Rob Anderson
Head, Weapons Systems Analysis
(WSA) Group

Ongoing R&D of weapon system modelling
techniques relevant to the land environment,
particularly anti-surface guided weapons.

rob.anderson@dsto.defence.gov.au

Currently focusing on ‘building blocks’ for highfidelity ‘system of systems’ / theatre-level
modelling. Important to this study because highfidelity ‘system of systems’ modelling can
potentially reveal emergent properties important
to performance assessment and discovering
weaknesses.
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Serial
35.

36.

Stakeholder
Dr Norbert Burman
RL, Land Weapons

Responsible for research into land weapon
systems.

norbert.burman@dsto.defence.gov.
au

AFOSS lead researcher.

Dr Tam Nguyen
Land Weapons

Task manager for DSTO Task ARM 01/375 –
Performance Assessment of Army Indirect Fire
Weapons for 2010-2015

tam.nguyen@dsto.defence.gov.au
37.

Interest

Dr Darren Sutton
Weapons Systems Integration
(WSI) Group
darren.sutton@dsto.defence.gov.au

Ongoing program of research into cooperative
engagement concepts under the following tasks:
•

Task DST 98/266 – Tactical Environments:
Weapon system integration and C3I Issues

•

Task NAV 00/105 – Enhanced Maritime Air
Warfare Concepts

•

Task AIR 00/104 – Cooperative Air
Engagement

Land Command
38.

39.

LTCOL Rob Manton
CO 8/12 Mdm Regt, Darwin

Responsible for field-testing the IDFDN concept.

robert.manton@defence.gov.au

Likely to support DSTO involvement in IDFDN
testing.

MAJ Dean Pearce
Commander, 131 Loc Bty, Brisbane

Manager of Army’s most significant technical
sensor capability.

dean.pearce@defence.gov.au
40.

MAJ Tony Thwaites
SO2 Combat Development, LHQ

LHQ POC for IDFDN trail at 8/12 Mdm Regt.

tony.thwaites@defence.gov.au
41.

COL Phil Winter
COL ARTY, LHQ

Specialist adviser to LCAUST re Land Command
artillery capabilities.

phil.winter@defence.gov.au
Land Warfare Development Centre (LWDC)
42.

MAJ Greg Bolton
SO2 Concepts

LWDC representative on IFWS IPT for
development on CED.

greg.bolton@defence.gov.au

Working to correlate DSTO research and OS
capital acquisition project information
requirements.
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Serial
43.

Stakeholder
MAJ Rob Crawford
Senior Doctrine & Development
Officer
Combined Arms Doctrine &
Development Section

Interest
Influence on future OS doctrine.

rob.crawford@defence.gov.au
44.

LTCOL Peter Gates
SO1 Concepts & OS BOS Leader
Force Development Group

Significant influence on OS and related doctrine.
Currently authoring a paper on the Army’ OS
capability in 2020.

peter.gates@defence.gov.au
45.

LTCOL Dan Webster
SO1 CIS/EW & C3 BOS Leader

Significant influence on the communications
architecture in the land battlespace.

daniel.webster@defence.gov.au
Industry
46.

Mr Roger Flint
Managing Director
Swordfish Computing Pty Ltd

Providing support to Dr Daphne Sands for DSTO
Task ARM 01/166 – Response Architectures for
the Land Force.

Roger_Flint@email.com
47.

Mr Mark Loughnan
Technical Director
ThoughtWeb Pty Ltd

Providing support to Dr Daphne Sands for DSTO
Task ARM 01/166 – Response Architectures for
the Land Force.

markl@thoughtweb.com
48.

Mr Chris Murray
Chief Executive Officer
ThoughtWeb Pty Ltd

Providing support to Dr Daphne Sands for DSTO
Task ARM 01/166 – Response Architectures for
the Land Force.

chrism@thoughtweb.com
49.

Land Environment Working Group
via LTC Frank Twarog
DD, Science and Industry
Land Development Branch, ADHQ

Remaining informed about developments in OS
doctrine and technology.

francis.twarog@defence.gov.au

Table 7. Identified stakeholders
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APPENDIX – INTEGRATED DICTIONARY (CV-2)
Term

Definition

AAMS

Automated Artillery Meteorological System

AAN

Army After Next – nominal ADF land force 25 years hence

ABCA

Australia, Britain, Canada & America

ACSS

Air Command Support System

ACV

Armoured Command Vehicle

AD

Air Defence

ADF

Australian Defence Force

ADFORMS

Australian Defence Formatted Message System

ADHQ

Australian Defence Headquarters

AEMA

Army Equipment Management Agency

AFOSS

Army Future Offensive Support System

AIB

Army-in-Being – the current and ‘near future’ Army

AIPS

Australian Illustrative Planning Scenarios – a series of geopolitical
scenarios published by the ADHQ Strategy Staff for use in capability
development and other activities

AMSTAR

Australian Man-portable Search & Target Acquisition Radar

ANSI

American National Standards Institute

AO

Area of Operations

AOSS

Army Offensive Support System – the current OS situation

APC

Armoured Personnel Carrier

APOE

Airfield Point of Entry

ARes

Army Reserve

ARH

Armed Reconnaissance Helicopter

AS

Australian

ASE

Army Synthetic Environment

ASLAV

Australian Light Armoured Vehicle

ASTIS

Advanced SATCOM Terrestrial Infrastructure System

ASTOPD

Australian Theatre Operational Preparedness Directive

Avn

Aviation

BAI

Battlefield Air Interdiction

BALO

Brigade Air Liaison Officer

BCS-L

Battlespace Communications System – Land

BCSS

Battlefield Command Support System

BDA

Battle Damage Assessment

Bde

Brigade

Bn

Battalion

BOP

Basis of Provisioning

BOS

Battlefield Operating System
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Term

Definition

BOM

Bureau of Meteorology

Boyd cycle

See OODA

BSG

Brigade Support Group

BVR

Beyond Visual Range

C2 / C

2

Command and Control

C3 / C

3

Command, Control and Communications

C4 / C

4

Command, Control, Communications and Computers

C4I

Command, Control, Communications, Computers and Intelligence

C4ISR

Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance

C4ISREW

Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence,
Surveillance, Reconnaissance and Electronic Warfare

CAIRS

Close Air Support

Cbt Svc Spt

Combat Service Support

CDF

Chief Defence Force

CED

Concept of Employment Document

CIOP

Commonly-Informed Operating Picture

CIS

Communications and Information Systems

CKO

Chief Knowledge Officer

CNA

Computer Network Attack

CNR

Combat Net Radio

CNRI

Combat Net Radio Interface

COA

Courses of Action

COMSEC

Communications security

COTS

Commercial off the shelf

Coy

Company

CPD

CDF Preparedness Directive

CRU

Control and Reporting Units

CSE

Command Support Element – Objective Force concept created by LWDC

CSS

Combat Service Support – not Command Support System

CTD

Concept Technology Demonstrator

CTNA

Capability Training Needs Analysis

DAA

Defeating Attacks on Australia

DAF

Defence Architecture Framework

DCIC

Defence Capability Investment Committee

DCISC

Defence Capability Investment Sub-Committee

DFBHQ

Deployed Forward Bde HQ – Objective Force C2 concept created by
LWDC & DSTO

DIE

Defence Information Environment
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Term

Definition

DIEAO

Defence Information Environment Architectures Office – responsible for
DAF implementation and located within Knowledge Staff, Russell R1-3

DISA

United States Defense (sic) Information Systems Agency

DJFHQ

Deployable Joint Force Headquarters

DMCN

Defence Mobile Communications Network

DMO

Defence Materiel Organisation

DSTO LOD

Defence Science & Technology Organisation, Land Operations Division

EA

Evolutionary Acquisition

EA

Electronic Attack

ECF

Enhanced Combat Force – see Objective Force

EFFBD

Enhanced Functional Flow Block Diagram

EM

East Timor

EMC

Electromagnetic Compatibility

EMI

Electromagnetic Interference

EP

Electronic Protection

EPLRS

Enhanced Position Location Reporting System

ETI

Essential Target Information

EW

Electronic Warfare

FAE

Force Augmentation Elements

FDC

Fire Direction Centre

FEBA

Forward Edge of the Battle Area

FFBD

Functional Flow Block Diagram

FIC

Fundamental Inputs to Capability (formerly ‘POSTED’)
•

command & management

•

personnel

•

organisation

•

major systems

•

facilities

•

collective training

•

support & supplies

FPC

Fire Prediction Centre

FPS

Function and Performance Specification

GIS

Geospatial Information System

GPS

Global Positioning System – satellite navigation

HALE

High-Altitude, Long-Endurance – a term applied to UAVs

HCI

Human / Computer Interface

HF

High Frequency

HLUR

High-Level User Requirement – a BCSS Project Office-specific term for an
OCD-like document

HQ

Headquarters
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Term

Definition

HQTC-A

Headquarters Training Command – Army

IDFDN

InDirect Fire Data Network – a concept being trialed by 8/12 Medium
Regiment involving use of digital communications links between the FO
and the gun-line.

IFWS

Indirect Fire Weapon System(s)

IM

Insensitive Munitions

IPB

Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield process

IWS

Industrial Workstation – a BCSS-specific term for a field workstation

JBDE

Joint Battlespace Data Environment – now called JTIEE

JCSE

Joint Command Support Environment

JCSS

Joint Command Support System

JISS

Joint Intelligence Support System

JMAP

Joint Military Appreciation Process

JOSCC

Joint Offensive Support Coordination Centre

JOST

Joint Offensive Support Team – the FO parties

JTIDS

Joint Tactical Information Distribution System – TIE using Link 16
message formats

JTIEE

Joint Tactical Information Exchange Environment

LAN

Local Area Network

LC2IEDM

Land Command and Control Information Exchange Data Model

LEA

Land Engineering Agency

Leopard

Australian main battle tank

LHQ

Land Headquarters

Link 16

TADIL-J structured message format used in JTIDS

LOAC

Law Of Armed Conflict

LOCSTAT

Location status

LOT

Life-Of-Type

LSF

Logistic Support Force

LWDC

Land Warfare Development Centre (formerly CATDC)

M113

A type of APC used by the Australian Army

MAP

Military Appreciation Process

MAV

Micro Air Vehicle – UAV of maximum linear dimension of 150 mm / 6 in

MILSPEC

Equipment built and tested to a US military specification

MINC

Micro Internet Controller – BCSS device providing voice-data contention
management and other services

MLW

Manual of Land Warfare

MOUT

Military Operations in Urban Terrain

MP

Military Police

MQOS

Military Quality of Service

MRO

Military Response Options
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Term

Definition

NATO

North Atlantic Treaty Organisation

NBC

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical

OAS

Offensive Air Support

Objective Force

Nominal ADF land force 15 years hence; was called the ECF

OCD

Operational Concept Document

OODA

Orient – Observe – Decide – Act loop, also known as the ‘Boyd cycle’

OPO

Operational Preparedness Objectives

OPORD

Operational Orders

OPSEC

Operations Security

Pl

Platoon

POL

Petroleum, Oil and Lubricants

PSYOPS

Psychological operations

QOS

Quality of Service

RAAF

Royal Australian Air Force

RAN

Royal Australian Navy

ROE

Rules of Engagement

S3

Operations officer at Bde and below

SA

Situational Awareness

SDSS

Standard Defence Supply System

Sect

Section

SOCSS

Special Operations Command Support System

SOP

Standard Operating Procedures

SPE

Services Protected Evacuation

STA

Surveillance and Target Acquisition

TADIL

Tactical Data Link

TIE

Tactical Information Exchange

TMP

Training Management Plan

Topo

Topographical

UGS

Unattended Ground Sensors

UHF

Ultra High Frequency

UN

United Nations

USMTF

United States Message Text Format

VDC

Voice / Data Contention

VHF

Very High Frequency

WD-1/TT

DON10 - general purpose field cable

WLR

Weapon-Locating Radar

X.25

Packet-switched data transmission protocol

Table 8. Integrated Dictionary (CV-2)
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11

APPENDIX – REFERENCES

11.1

ANALYSIS OF KEY REFERENCES
An analysis of those documents listed in this appendix 11 that are considered key
to the AFOSS concept is contained in the appendix at Section 12.

11.2

ADF DOCTRINE AND BUSINESS PROCESS DESCRIPTIONS
Australian Army Manual of Land Warfare – Part One – Volume 5 – Pamphlet
No. 1 – Staff Duties in the Field.
Combat Officer Advanced Course – Battle Book, Army Combat Arms Training
Centre, October 1999.
DI(G) OPS 20-3 – Digital Geographic Information Exchange Standards and Data
Product Standards.
Land Warfare Doctrine 0-1-5: Situational Awareness.
Land Warfare Doctrine 1: The Fundamentals of Land Warfare.

11.3

BATTLESPACE AUTOMATION PAPERS
Land Force Concept for a Sensor-Actor Warfighting Architecture, draft paper
published by Land Warfare Development Centre, date unknown.
Mills, M.H., Command and Automation – a Risky Dualism?, published in the
Journal of Battlefield Technology, Volume 3, No. 1, March 2000.

11.4

DEFENCE CAPABILITY DOCUMENTS
Army Capability Management Committee (ACMC) submission 12/2002 – LAND
5000 – Army Firepower Programme, referred by DGLD, 12 April 2002.
Army Firepower 2010 – 2015 (UNCLASSIFIED release), Army Headquarters
(Future Land Warfare Branch), September 2001.
Briefing Paper for Defence Capability Investment Committee on the Status and
Plans for Developing Link 16 Across the ADF, Knowledge Staff, draft at 2 April
2002.
DI(G) OPS 10-3 – Tactical Data Link Standards, Implementation, Interoperability, Compatibility, Configuration Management, Operational Assurance,
Testing and Training, publication expected early April 2002.
Frater, M. and Ryan, M., Battlespace Communications System (Land)
Architecture, prepared under CAPO 3726441, 18 October 1999.
Indirect Fire Weapon Systems – Concept for Employment Document (CED),
version 2.0, KBR Pty Ltd, April 2002.
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Inter-Project Impacts Study for LAND 17/18 Indirect Fire Weapon System
(IFWS), Logistic Solutions Australasia Pty Ltd, 30 March 2002
JP 2030 – Joint Command Support Environment / System (JCSE / JCSS),
Operational Concept Document – not yet drafted.
JP 2030 – Maritime Command Support System (MCSS), Operational Concept
Document – not yet drafted.
JP 2072 – Battlespace Communications System – Land, Operational Concept
Document – version 1.0.
JP 2072 – Battlespace Communications System – Land, Project Brief (Phase 1),
correct at 26 February 2002.
Project LAND 40, Phase 1 – Direct Fire Guided Weapon, Operational Concept
Document – version 1.2, 9 November 2001.
Project LAND 75 – Battlefield Command Support System, Operational Concept
Document – version 0.6, December 2001.
Project LAND 112 – Australian Light Armoured Vehicle – Surveillance Variant
(ASLAV-S), Operational Concept Description, November 2000.
The 2020 Objective Force Environment, Land Warfare Development Centre, June
2002 – draft version 0.5.
The Joint Command Support Environment (JCSE) – Concept and Development
Plan, DGC4 2000/5030/Pt1, draft at 12 Sep 2001.
Trial Instruction for Indirect Fire Data Network Sensor-to-Shooter Test Bed,
DMO Armaments System Program Office, ARMTS 001/2002, 28 February 2002.

11.5

DEFENCE CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT PROCESS DOCUMENTS
Australian Defence Architecture Framework (DAF) – DIEAO P1A3 v1.0,
20 March 2001 and DIEAO P2A3 v1.0, 20 March 2001.
DoD Architecture Framework version 2.1, United States Department of Defense
(sic), October 2000.
Course notes for Requirements Engineering and OCD Development, Rob Dobson
& Associates Pty Ltd, 13 June 2001.

11.6

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING DOCUMENTS
American National Standard ANSI/AIAA G-043 – Guide for the Preparation of
Operational Concept Documents, American Institute for Aeronautics and
Astronautics, 1992.
Gabb, A., Front-end Operational Concepts – Starting from the Top, paper
presented at INCOSE 2001 conference, Melbourne, July 2001.
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12

APPENDIX – ANALYSIS OF KEY REFERENCES

12.1

ARMY FIREPOWER 2010 – 2015
The Army Firepower 2010 – 2015 paper sponsored by the Future Land Warfare
Branch of Army Headquarters and published in September 2001 is a most useful
for AFOSS analysis since this paper represents the Army’s formal position on the
future of firepower-driven activities in the battlespace, particularly OS.
The paper makes a number of assumptions about the future of OS, these being:
•

The ability to support close combat will remain the baseline against which
the effectiveness of the Army firepower system will be judged;

•

The support of mechanised, motorised, dismounted and Special Forces
will remain enduring tasks for Army firepower;

•

Destruction, suppression and neutralisation to support manoeuvre will
continue to be the effects required of Army firepower; and

•

Broad technology options can be forecast with a reasonable degree of
confidence.

The paper concludes that the current mix of direct and indirect firepower systems
will be inadequate to support land operations in the 2010-2015 timeframe due to
deficiencies in range, tactical mobility and the lack of firepower systems coverage
across the full spectrum of likely operations. However, the paper suggests that
solutions can be achieved through a combination of extant procurement projects,
the relatively low-cost purchase of improved munitions, and the purchase of
appropriate new platforms.
Of specific interest to AFOSS, the paper identifies one of the greatest obstacles
to the effective use of Joint offensive support systems to engage targets of
opportunity as lack of battlespace connectivity. BCSS is correctly assessed as
not providing real-time joint battlespace connectivity. The paper goes on to state
that Army as the core of a MOLE JTF will need a fully integrated joint combat
data system to provide a real-time link between major sensors, decision makers
and fire support systems.

12.2

INDIRECT FIRE DATA NETWORK (IDFDN) TRIAL INSTRUCTION
In 2001 the Indirect Fire Support Weapons project office within DMO initiated a
proposal to develop a sensor-to-shooter test bed within the Army In Being (AIB).
The aim of the test bed is to provide a facility to examine indirect fire data
network technologies as they relate generally to the AIB and specifically to the
RAA.
Consequently, an InDirect Fire Data Network (IDFDN) was established within
Land Command at 8/12 Mdm Regt late in 2001. The initiative delivered hardware
and software to equip a six-gun battery with the makings of an operational
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capability. As a means of expediting the trial, a number of in-service data entry
terminals, supplied by Cypher Research Laboratories Pty Ltd in Cairns
(www.cypher.com.au), were used; however, artillery-specific software was
developed to provide interoperability.
DMO and LHQ intend that the results of the test bed trial will be detailed in a trial
report that will provide valuable input into applicable future capability
development.
The IDFDN trial could, perhaps, become a (perhaps de facto) component of a
larger DSTO-managed OS science and technology support program.28

12.3

IFWS CONCEPT FOR EMPLOYMENT DOCUMENT
DGLD has commissioned KBR Pty Ltd to develop a Concept for Employment
Document (CED) for IFWS. As at mid-April, the CED is not yet finished;
however, the document is well written and provides a reasonable basis for the next
step – development of an OCD.
Four of the conclusions in the draft CED are of particular relevance to AFOSS:
•

Accurate and timely passage of targeting data will be a key determinant of
overall system responsiveness, and system effectiveness in Joint and
Coalition operations. The use of automated data exchange (including
digitisation, messaging standards and possibly tactical data links) will be
particularly important.

•

STAR sub-systems must be capable of significantly overmatching weapon
range in order to facilitate timely engagement at maximum weapon range,
subject to environmental conditions.

•

There is an enduring requirement for the IFWS to support dismounted
forces in complex terrain.

•

The key CSS issues involve sustaining a high technology capability, at the
same time providing sufficient autonomy and redundancy to achieve high
levels of flexible and independent service.

None of these conclusions are at variance with the AFOSS concepts. The
conclusion regarding STAR ‘overmatching’ weapon range implies that the
communications infrastructure supporting AFOSS must accommodate this
requirement.

12.4

INTER-PROJECT IMPACTS STUDY FOR LAND 17/18
DGLD also commissioned Logistic Solutions Australasia Pty Ltd to conduct an
Inter-Project Impacts Study (IPIS) to determine the impact of various projects on

28

This idea has been favourably discussed with LTCOL Gary Potter, Program Manager, Armaments, DMO.
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LAND 17/18. The report is very thorough and has provided some of the basis for
this AFOSS Preliminary Study report, particularly in identifying elements
affecting the AFOSS.
The IPIS report makes the conclusion that ‘the potential for significant impact will
be from C4I and integrated logistic support areas’, a conclusion of obvious
significance for AFOSS.

12.5

LAND 5000 SUBMISSION TO ACMC
Army Capability Management Committee (ACMC) submission 12/2002 – LAND
5000 – Army Firepower Programme, referred by DGLD on 12 April 2002,
proposes that holistic ‘program management’ be adopted as the preferred
alternative to land firepower-related projects running independently from each
other.
LAND 5000 is thus proposed as an ongoing management mechanism, not a
separate acquisition activity. The current IFWS projects, specifically LAND 17/18
and LAND 135, would be used as the initial ‘guinea pigs’ with other firepower
projects being placed under LAND 5000 ‘supervision’ as the program matures.
From an AFOSS perspective, LAND 5000 might well become the conduit for the
introduction and management of ‘hyper-project’ requirements. Such a conduit
would potentially make implementation of the AFOSS concept much easier than
it otherwise might be, noting the usual single-project-centric focus of both ADHQ
and DMO.

12.6

LINK 16 STATUS AND PLANS BRIEFING PAPER FOR DCIC
The ADHQ Knowledge Staff has recently finalised a Link 16 Status and Plans
Briefing Paper for the Defence Capability Investment Committee (DCIC).
AFOSS is briefly mentioned in the paper, as is the BCSS; however, the paper
focuses mainly on the air and maritime environments.
The paper recommends the following to the DCIC:

29

•

Individual tactical information exchange capabilities should not be
considered in isolation; rather, they should be viewed as part of a
collective, joint tactical information exchange environment.29

•

Head, Knowledge Systems (HKS) should be responsible for producing an
Operational Concept Document on ADF Tactical Information Exchange
Systems that defines the way ahead for the ADF and the need to achieve
interoperability of platforms by 2015. This OCD should be presented to
the DCIC by late 2002.

This is the ‘JTIEE’ mentioned in Section 1.
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DSTO should seek involvement in the OCD Integrated Project Team (IPT) that
will shortly be raised by the Knowledge Staff.

12.7

THE 2020 OBJECTIVE FORCE ENVIRONMENT
The 2020 Objective Force Environment paper currently being prepared by LWDC
establishes a contextual framework that will allow the development of the
Objective Force. The paper assumes that:
•

the ability to conduct close combat will remain a fundamental requirement
of the Objective Force,

•

watershed advances in technologies are unlikely to impact on Australia’s
region in the 2020 timeframe, and

•

the MOLE concept will remain an endorsed land war-fighting concept.
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The paper concludes that the complex nature of much of the region’s terrain,
coupled with the effects of weather and demographic factors, means that the
ability to conduct decisive close combat against numerically superior adversaries
will remain fundamental to successful military operations. Specific conclusions
of significance to AFOSS include: the need to optimise technology and capability
acquisitions for operations in the region; that firepower, logistics, C3 and ISTAR
will be significant enablers for the force; and there is a requirement for flexible
organisations and methods of control.
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Figure 30. Proposed experimental threat model
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Of particular note, the paper identifies a requirement for an experimental threat
model covering the gap between endorsed scenarios and the 2020 timeframe. The
proposed model, illustrated in Figure 30, provides a benchmark against which the
Objective Force may be tested by describing the nature of the threat environment
that may be faced by land forces in the 2020 timeframe.
The proposed model is optimised for conflict in complex terrain in a populated,
near-regional, littoral setting. The model is derived from a variety of sources,
including a range of higher-level estimates, projections and concept papers, and
can be populated with ‘real’ data to add weight to threat-based capability
assessment.
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